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Governor Miller's welfare
reform plan targets the lazy
ATLANTA (AP) - The governor is pushing a punitive
welfare reform package based
on the myth that welfare mothers want to remain unemployed and have more babies, advocates for the poor
told a House panel.
"What was this proposed
legislation based on other than
the myth that there are a lot of
lazy people trying to take advantage of the system?" said
the Rev. Arnold McKinney, a
member of the governor's welfare reform task force.
Miller's reform plan came
under attack from advocates
during the three-hour hearing
by the House Children and
Youth Committee.
Miller wants to revamp the
welfare system to keep recipients from collecting welfare checks, having more babies and remaining unemployed forever.
Sheriff guns down man
after stabbing incident
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) - A
Liberty County sheriffs deputy
shot a man Monday who authorities say used a screwdriver to stab another deputy.
The wounded deputy,
Teresa White, 25, was in satisfactory condition Monday
night at Liberty County Memorial Hospital, according to
Liberty County Chief Deputy
Keith Moran.
She received 18 stab wounds
in an attack by Simon Tyson of
Walthourville when she tried
to serve a warrant requesting
a psychiatric evaluation,
Moran said.
Tyson was in fair condition
Monday night at Memorial
Medical Center, where he underwent treatment for a wound
to his leg. He was brought to
Memorial from the Liberty
County Hospital shortly after
the shooting.
Tyson, who is in his 40s, has
been charged with aggravated
assault and other charges are
pending, Moran said.
Financially strapped Morris
Brown hires administrators
ATLANTA (AP) - Morris
Brown College announced
Monday it had hired three experienced university administrators to help interim President Herman Smith put the
college on a sound and administrative financial basis.
Ester James Junior Jr. was
named vice president for fiscal
affairs. He is a teacher at Fort
Valley State College and has
served as that school's vice
president for business and finance.
Michael James Radock was
named consultant for development. A 20-year journalism professor and administrator at the University of Michigan, Radock will be responsible
for raising $10 million to wipe
out Morris Brown's debt.
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Deck Shoppe to batten hatches after Spring quarter

Campus eatery will be torn down
to make room for new dormitory
By Kim Wagner

Staff Writer

The Deck Shoppe services will
end at the close of spring quarter. Services have beeryjfjered
by the Deck Shoppe <l'|gg| the
later part of 1981.
\j4
The Maste^ttan <»nt Jfnspro-j
posed plaawor «e construction
of a dorm ^^fcfte^jricinity of
Stratford.
"To carry out tHfyBEfTthjj
demolition of Wamicyand^s©
the Deck Shoppe is:
the same time," s^
Lee, assistaj
and shops invMOVtmaij
sion of auxiliary se*ic
The destruction of
necessary because botj
and the newdorm as
geted by tlmsarc
"We %v%to t
Shoppe Wwn^
Warwick due^
would take to co
tear it down later," Lee si|id.
Therefore, both buildings will
be torn down at the same time
with only one construction crew.
However, some of the Deck

Shoppe's more popular items will
be incorporated into the Pine's
selection of foods. The Pine's
menu will slightly change; however^pizza will still be served.
"We will decrease the deli at
thiPinei (because of the various
defrsfeeps on cadtaus), add fresh
phicken fingejjCpcNl grill type
fitems, and l^ew fried items,"
Pugg, statgjflfifc "W| are going to
Ihave^iMpnd phase to our renovlrtaon aEhe Pines and add the
fstlm and freezer to that
Dney, consid' new hood is
llyJFxpensive. Cost is an
illy important factor bejdliary services is self5rt^3|fcrath^rUhan supjrted by mm starataT*%
The decision to cloythe Deck
shoppe bqrfanjl finalized in the
laterwart qffiall quarter. The
destruction of the buildings is
pllbned for this upcoming summer. The pool will not be destroyed; however, it will be temporarily closed at the end of
spring quarter.

Students stand in line at the Deck Shoppe which is in its last days of operation. (Photo by S. Henderson)
A proposal incorporating the
pool as the center of a mini-mall
is being considered. Another
restaurant will eventually replace the Deck Shoppe.
"We have always had the idea
that it would look nice around
the pool area to have a store
similar to the Deck Shoppe, with
maybe a laundromat, and a snack
shop on either side," Lee stated.
There is also some consideration for incorporating a drive-

in window for the restaurant.
Director of Stores and Shops,
Wendell Hagins, said, "Of all the
fast food restaurants that have
drive-in windows, 50 percent of
their sales are from the drive-in
window."
The new restaurant, for which
the estimated time of completion
is the later part of 1995, will
have many advantages over the
old Deck Shoppe.
The new restaurant's capac-

ity will be increased by 40 percent. The square footage of the
new building will be about 5,000
in comparison with the existing
1,600 square-foot restaurant.
The current 50 employees of
the Deck Shoppe will be placed
in other units.
'What we are doing is now
freezing positions in the other
two restaurants (Lakeside and
the Pines) as they become available," Lee said.

'In the Pines' appartments
to undergo renovations
On-campus complex to get much needed facelift

By Serena Stubbs

Guest Writer

The 'parking boot' has been used inthe past to force habitual parking violators to pay up. This quarter,
in addition to the boot, students who owe for parking tickets will be prevented from registering for
Spring Quarter classes. (Photo by Randy Tujillo)

Students must pay all parking
tickets before registering
By Kim St. Hilaire

News Editor

Students with outstanding parking tickets
will not be able to register for spring quarter
classes until their delinquent fees have been
taken care of, according to Bob Chambers, director of parking and transportation.
During the last four quarters, the registration holds for parking tickets had not been
working.
Now that the system is operating again, however, the parking office anticipates problems.
"We have 4,000 names that are on hold right
now," Chambers said. "We're anticipatingmaybe
between 2,500 to 3,000 of those will come to
registration.
"For our sakes and for the students' sakes, we
don't want them to wait until registration day
[to take care of the parking tickets]," Chambers
continued.
The tickets that are in the computer system
right n >w date as far back as two years ago.

'Those people just haven't been caught, and
now it's going to be a surprise to them," Chambers
stated. "Any tickets at all that they owe they're
going to have to take care of."
Students who do not have parking decals should
not think that the parking office has no way of
tracing the owner of the vehicle.
"We go through the police department and run
their tag number to find out who the registered
owner of that vehicle is," Chambers said.
The parking office also utilizes the student
information system to help track down students
with outstanding parking tickets.
In addition to being ineligible for spring quarter registration, students should remember that
after the issuance of three parking tickets, the
owner's vehicle will get booted, according to Chambers, who stated that the number of boots being
placed on cars has recently increased.
Removing these from vehicles costs $15 in
addition to paying all outstanding tickets.

Residents of In the Pines apartments can look forward to major
improvements to be completed before fall quarter 1993, according to
Apartment Manager Jeff Hughes.
In the Pines along with Sanford Hall are the only two apartment
complexes owned by Georgia Southern University. The Pines has
continuously attempted to improve its overall image to students.
Hughes stated that several renovation projects are in progress.
The doors of buildings E and F have just recently been replaced. The
final step to the door replacement project will include the installation of locks. An outside phone, similar to those in other residence
halls on campus, will also be added.
"We decided in a meeting that this was a good idea to keep extra
traffic down," Hughes said. "This allows for a lesser chance for
vandalism to occur. This will also help to keep down the costs for
these apartments."
The additional issuance of keys to only the residents of buildings
E and F will "help with security," Hughes stated.
Another project in progress is the renovation of six balconies in
buildings E and F.
See Pines, page 12

Where will Savannah's
Olympic athletes stay?

SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) - Officials aren't saying where the
Olympic athletes for the yachting competition will be housed
when they arrive in this coastal
Georgia city for the 1996 Games.
"I haven't heard one word
about it," said Brian Foster, a
vice president of NationsBank
and a member of the Savannah
Olympic Support Council.
Taiyo Corp. ofJapan, the owners of the Sheraton Savannah
Resort on Wilmington Island,
agreed to build a complex for the
athletes, but the corporation ran
into financing problems.But Atlanta Olympic officials don't seem
worried about the uncertainty
surrounding the complex.
"We are satisfied at the moment that we will be in good
shape when the time comes," said
Bob Brennan, spokesman for the
Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games. "We are still planning to be there (the Sheraton)."

Sheraton general manager
Ivan Malik did not return repeated phone calls to his office.
Time is running out. According to their contract with ACOG,
Taiyo must begin work on the
village no later than mid-1993
with completion by 1995.
Foster had acknowledged in
November that officials with
ACOG were actively seeking
another site for the $6.5 million
Olympic Village.
ACOG officials said alternatives to the Wilmington Island
site are available if needed, including Skidaway Island, Tybee
Island and Thunderbolt. The
athletes could be housed in existing hotels or dormitories.
Plans for the village, which
originally was to be under construction by February 1991, call
for 286 condominium units and
a large dining room, in addition
to the 202 existing rooms at the
hotel.
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South Carolina State
students remember
'Orangeburg Massacre'
ORANGEBURG, S.C. (AP)
--Black students at South
Carolina State University
were told Monday to take care
of themselves and not to expect President Clinton to save
them.
Sen. Kay Patterson, DColumbia, spoke to an auditorium barely a third full of students at a memorial service
Monday for those killed in civil
rights protest 25 years ago,
called the "Orangeburg
Massacre."
"I hope you ain't waiting for
that man from Arkansas to
come and take care of you. If
you think that, then your parents should have kept you at
home and sent the mule to
school," Patterson told the
students.
He also told the students to
stop making excuses, The
(Orangeburg) Times &
Democrat reported for
Tuesday's edition.
"Stop engaging in that favorite activity of black
Americans, and that is blaming all our shortcomings on
white Americans," Patterson
said.
The families of those
gunned down in the riot

Henry E. Smith, Delano B.
Middleton and Samuel
Hammond Jr. _ joined
Patterson, university dignitaries and some of those who
had participated in the protest
that happened on Feb. 8, 1968.
The three students were
shot to death by South
Carolina highway patrolmen,
who were surrounding the
front of the South Carolina
State campus to control a student protest over racial
grievances. Twenty-seven others were wounded.
Senior English major Judith
Johnson talked to the crowd
about "so much hatred in the
stone cold hearts of whites."
South Carolina State
President Barbara R. Hatton
lamented the many empty
seats in the auditorium, but
vowed to fill the building for
the memorial service next
year.
The service ended outside at
a stone monument to
Hammond, Middleton and
Smith, where a torch was
lighted, and the Rev. F.G.S.
Everett offered a prayer ask-

'Miscellany, GSU's magazine of the arts, is now accepting submissions in a broad
range of categories including:
photography, ceramics, poetry,
short fiction, foreign language
literature, painting, theatrical
vignettes, critical essays,
drawing, musical score, etching, expository essays, and
sculpture.
The deadline for submissions is March 5, 1993. Call
681-0565 for more information.
'Ogeechee, GSU's journal of
poetry, is accepting submissions from GSU students, faculty, alumni and area residents. Please submit no more
than four poems. Deadline for

submissions is April 10, 1993.
Call 681-1900 for more information.
•Nominations are being accepted through Feb. 12 for
Constructive Leadership
Unselfish Service Awards.
Any member of the faculty,
staff or student body may nominate students for this award
on the basis of a minimum
GPA of 2.5, notable service and
leadership on campus or at the
state, regional or national
level.

SEE MASSACRE, PAGE
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Thursday, February 11

•The play The Member of
the Wedding is playing at
8p.m. at McCroan Auditorium.

Fort Stewart, was charged
with criminal trespassing.
•Chris Sampson reported a
•Roland J. Nottage, 22, of
case
of simple battery at the
Dorman Hall was charged with
Williams
Center.
altercation of tag.
•Howard J. Smith, 19, of
Fort Stwart, was charged with Statesboro Police Department
public drunkness and criminal
February 9,1993
trespassing.
•Paul R. Trucinski, 19, of
•A 1984 Ford Escort
GSU Division of Public Safety
February 7,1993
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THE GEORGE-ANNE
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
The George-Anne\s the official student newspaper of Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by GSU
students and utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The newspaper Is the oldest continuously published weekly
newspaper in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The Ideas expressed herein are those of the editor or the
individual authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Student Media Committee, the administration,
the faculty and staff of Georgia Southern University, or the University System of Georgia. The George-Anne Is
published twice weekly during the academic year and three times during summers. Any questions regarding
content should be directed to the editor (681-5246).

Senator Paul Coverdell says he may owe back
taxes forA maid employees

GET DRESSED
BEFOREYOU
HIT THE ROAD.

w<

ATLANTA (AP) y Sen. Paul Coverdell, R-Ga., says he may owe back Social Security taxes
for maids he has employed at his Atlanta home, a newspaper reported.
The freshman senator was the only member of the Georgia congressional delegation who, in
a telephone survey, said that he may owe taxes for domestic help, The Atlanta JournalConstitution said in today's editions.
Several other lawmakers have hired baby sitters, maids and groundskeepers in recent
years, but those who did said they paid required Social Security taxes.
Coverdell said he and his wife were "unaware of any obligation on this matter" but would
review their situation.
"If it is determined that there is an oversight, we will rectify the situation immediately," he
said. "We want to do what is right, but so far, more questions about this issue have been
asked than answered."
Coverdell, a former director of the Peace Corps who has reported a net worth of at least $1
million, said he and his wife, Nancy, have never had a live-in maid, but have hired "from time
to time domestic help for 2 to 3 hours a week to assist in housecleaning."
Federal law requires that an employer pay Social Security taxes for any worker who earns
more than $50 per quarter no matter how frequently the employee works.
"Anytime there is such pronounced and widespread confusion over a policy, it raises serious
questions about the policy itself and how it is implemented," Coverdell said.
"Does it, for example, apply to lawn service, gutter cleaning, tree removal, window washing
or roof repair?" he asked.
Clara Bowers Bostick, president of the Georgia chapter of the National Organization for
Women, said the procedures should be "common knowledge."
"Upper-class, well-educated people know better," said Ms. Bostick, whose organization has
called for an investigation of the domestic hiring practices for all high federal officials and
members of Congress.
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Gloves help your grip. Leathers
help prevent hypothermia. And all
gear protects against flying objects.
Which is vital if you ever
become the flying object.
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

m

National Guard to deactivate more Georgia units

ATLANTA (AP) -- The well result in some part-time
Georgia Army National Guard as well as full-time personnel
will lose six units this year, being discharged or retired,"
and many of the men and Maj. Gen. William P Bland Jr.
women will be discharged or said Monday. "We will
retired instead of reassigned, reassign as many of them as
the general in charge of possible to other units so that
they will be able to continue
Georgia's Guard said.
"This new round of cuts may their National Guard careers."

The cuts, which go into effect Sept. 30, will involve 502
of the Guard's 10,563 men and
women, the Department of
Defense announced.
"I wish that this were the
end, but there are plans to reSEE GUARD, PAGE
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•A blood drive, sponsored by title is to be announced.
Sunday, February 14
Delta Tau Delta and residence Friday, February 12
'Do the Right Thing is playlife, is being held from 1 p.m.
•The play The Member of ing in the Union Theater at 7
to 6 p.m. at the Williams the Wedding is playing at
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Center.
8p.m. at McCroan Auditorium.
•Linda Cionitti will be per•An African and African
•Today is the last day to forming on the clarinet accomAmerican Studies Progam: withdraw from classes without
panied by Natalia da Roza on
Film Series is taking place in penalty.
piano at 3 p.m. in Foy.
the Union Theater at 7 p.m.
'Coming to America, starFor more information call Al ring Eddie Murphy, is playing Monday, February 15
Young at 681-5586.
'Do the Right Thing is playin the Union Theater at 7 p.m.
•A faculty recital featuring and 9:30 p.m.
ing in the Union Theater at 7
Ryan Kho on violin and
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 13
Natalia da Roza on piano be•John Barnes and Joseph
•The play The Member of
gins at 8 p.m. in Foy Recital
DeLoach are performing in the
the Wedding is playing at
Hall.
Senior Invitational Recital at 8
•McCroan Auditorium offers 8p.m. at McCroan Auditorium. p.m. in Foy.
• Coming to America is playScience Fiction for Young
ing
in the Union Theater at 7
Audiences tonight through
p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday night at 8 p.m. The

was stolen from CJ's
Transmission.
•John Marc Bessada
reported a 21 speed bicycle was
stolen from his Campus
Courtyard residence.
•Farmers & Merchant's
Bank reported that they
received a counterfeit $100 bill
in a deposit made by Re-Max
Eagle Investment Realty.

«

Shop

The Emporium
For
Valentine's Day
Full Line of
Kama Sutra
Love Products
In Stock Now
1607 Chandler Rd.
681-4441

•
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•Bobby Williams reported
an 18 speed bicycle missing
from
his
In-the-Pines
residence.
•Wal-Mart received a
bomb threat from an
anonymous caller stating that
a bomb had been planted
inside the store.
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ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse any advertisement. The George-Anne's advertising rates are as
follows:
•Students and student groups:
$2 per column inch
•GSU faculty, departments or affiliates:
$3 per column inch
•Statesboro area businesses & groups:
$4 per column inch*
•National rate
$7 per column Inch
•Five inch minimum ad size, otherwise classified display rates ($5.00 per column inch) apply.

DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving space and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one-week prior to the
intended publication date. For more information, rate cards, sample publications, contact: Stacy Graham,
Advertising Manager, ADS, (912) 681 -5418; or Bill Neville, Student Publications Coordinator, (912) 681 -0069.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne' reserves the right to refuse any advertisement. The George-Anne's classified advertising
rates are as follows:
■Students, student groups, faculty and departments:
Free (25 words or less)
•Others groups or businesses:
10c per word per edition ($5.00 minimum)
•Retail classified display.
$5.00 per column inch)
DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving space and submitting classified advertising copy is Noon, one-week prior
to the intended publication date. Free classified ads from students, faculty and staff must be submitted in writing,
with the name.of the sender and local address. No free ads taken via telephone. One free ad per person per week.
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Subscriptiorwates for home delivery of The George-Anne ate six dollars per quarter, or $18 per year, delivered
bulk mail. Please address all inquiries to Jeff White, Business Manager. The George-Anneis distributed free of
charge on the Georgia Southern University campus through delivery sites located in campus buildings and
residence halls.
*We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slogan from Robert Williams of the Blaokshear Times. Call Bob and
he can tell you who he stole it from originally.

Sure air bags work great in frontend collisions, but only a safety
belt can protect you from side and
rear-end collisions. So buckle up.
And you'll cover all the angles.
YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY.
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELT.
For more information, call the Airbag & Child Safety Hotline: 800-424-9393

Cold relief is
near as
THE UNIVERSITY
STORE
We Have
Cold Medicine,
Aspirin, or Soup

.*
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'Frugality gurus' live on $6000 a year, urge others to do the same
By David Foster

AP News Writer
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SEATTLE (AP) - In a
money-hungry world forever
chanting "More," Vicki Robin
and Joe Dominguez find simple pleasure in saying
"Enough."
Each lives on a yearly budget of about $6,000, well below
the federal poverty level. And
while that's not unusual these
days, Robin and Dominguez
stand out for three reasons:
-They live as they do by
choice.
-They wrote a book urging
everyone to do the same.
-People actually are buying
it.
The authors have become
gurus of the New Frugality, offering a morning-after remedy
of thrift for the 1980s bacchanal of consumerism. Their
book, "Your Money Or Your
Life," is among a shelf full of
popular new business and personal-finance offerings emphasizing spiritual as well as
material gains.
Grabbing all you can is out;
making do with what you have
is in. Instant gratification is
out; long-term gains are in.
Conspicuous is out; conscious
is in.
At the heart of it all is a
concept that may seem revolutionary to a credit-card generation of baby boomers but was
obvious to their grandparents:
Live within your means.
"This is not a fad,"
Dominguez insisted. "It's, a
philosophy upon which this
country was founded. It's
about squeezing the buck until
the eagle grins. This is where
we come from. We forgot."
There are plenty of new
books and newsletters to help
us remember:
-"Your Money Or Your
Life," published by Viking in
September, already is in its
sixth printing with more than
100,000 copies distributed. It
has made the New York Times'
best-seller list of how-to books
four times.
-"The Tightwad Gazette,"
by Amy Dacyczyn, a housewife
in Leeds, Maine, is full of
homespun hints for pinching
pennies: Buy peanut butter by
the case, make your own pizza
instead of ordering out.
Published by Villard, the book
compiles the first two years of
Dacyczyn's monthly newsletter, which has grown from
1,700 subscribers to 80 000
since 1990.
-The Living Cheap News,
published in San Jose, Calif.,
was started last February by
Larry Roth, who found "The
Tightwad Gazette" too countrified. His monthly newsletter
offers money-saving tips for
city slickers.
Some advice treads the line
between frugal and downright

m
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Directories
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Here!
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Pick yours
up at the
Union rm.
207
anytime or
look for
them
around
campus.

miserly. Roth, for example,
says he uses the same coffee
grounds for days but concedes
that might not be to everyone's
taste.
The goal, he and the others
say, is conscious spending, not
deprivation.
"I'm not into hair shirts and
torn Levis," Dominguez said.
"I'm into: 'Cool it, the mall is
not the new temple.' Slow it
down. Most middle-class folks
are not going to suffer if they
are salting away 10 percent to
20 percent of their income instead of spending it at the
mall."
Dominguez and Robin suggest that instead of measuring
purchases strictly by the dollar, people should consider
how much time, or "life energy," they lose on the earnand-spend treadmill.
In 'Your Money," they offer
a sobering calculation of how a
seemingly high-paying job can
yield surprisingly little per
hour - once the costs of commuting, parking, meals and
nice clothes are deducted and
then divided by hours working,
traveling and recovering from
job-induced stress and illness.
Dominguez and Robin
jumped off their own treadmills more than 20 years ago.

Dominguez, 54, worked as a
Wall Street analyst. But after
his company folded, he resolved at age 25 never to be
dependent on an employer
again. He got another job,
started saving, and within five
years had socked away
$80,000. He quit his job and
has been living off the interest
ever since.
Robin, 47, grew up in a welloff family on Long Island.
Graduating from Brown, she
pursued acting in New York
but grew disillusioned and hit
the road with a $20,000 inheritance. She met Dominguez
while traveling in Mexico.
The friends now live in
Seattle, sharing a 3,600square-foot house with three
others. They paid off the mortgage three years ago, and
Dominguez and Robin are
masters at keeping other costs

1

to bare bones.
A shopping spree for Robin
is buying a used jumpsuit at a
thrift shop. Dominguez does
his errands, rain or shine, by
bicycle. Rather than go to
restaurants, they'll invite
friends over for a potluck dinner.
Their simple lifestyle was
supposed to be a means to an
end. Dominguez and Robin
said it gave them more time
for volunteer work and meshed
with their goal of moving society toward more sustainable,
less environmentally destructive ways.
But friends wondered how
they made ends meet, so
Dominguez started giving living-room talks on his financial
strategy in 1980.
By 1985, he was traveling
the country, giving seminars in
packed auditoriums. When it
started seeming too much like
work, Dominguez produced an
audio-cassette course in 1986,
selling them through direct
mail. More than 30,000 sets
have sold, with all proceeds going to the New Road Map
Foundation, a nonprofit volunteer group Dominguez and
Robin founded.
Interest in frugality spread
slowly in the 1980s, then
mushroomed in 1990, Robin
said.
"It's almost as if we turned
the decade, and the morning
after, people knew we were going to have to do something
different," she said. "They
knew the free flow of money of
the '80s was over - that the
faucet was shutting down."
More recently, recessionary
fears have kept interest high,
but deeper motivations will
make frugality a defining social trend of the 1990s, Robin
said.
For some aging baby
boomers, it's a matter of valuing time more than money and
family more than career. They
made the big bucks and spent
them, only to find that possessions didn't make them happy.
Others never achieved the
Madison Avenue ideal of consumerism, and they are losing
hope that they ever will.
Frugality is a useful philosophical underpinning for reduced
expectations.
For still others, it's a simple
case of maturity. Young people, flush with the newfound
power of a paycheck, often feel
they have their entire lives to
make up for the money they're
about to merrily squander. But
after age 30, visions of mortality (and meager retirement
benefits) start to gnaw.
Consider Mike and Linda
Lenich of the Chicago suburb
of South Holland. They fol-

HILLEL

REGULAR MEMBERSHIP MEETING
STUDENT UNION ROOM 254
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11TH, 5'P.M.

15% off all Bonsai
Large selection of Junipers,'
Flowing Serissa,
Fukien Tea,
Ming Aralius and i
Blue Cypress

STATESBORO FLORAL AND//GIFT SHOP
421 FAIR ROAD. STATESBORO. GEORGIA 30458

Offer Good thru Feb. 29,1993
(Delivery not available with coupon offer.)

lowed the nine-step program in
'Your Money Or Your Life"
and now save money with the
fervor of religious converts.
Not that they have to. Mike,
38, is a quality control coordinator for Commonwealth
Edison, and Linda, 35, teaches
quilting at a community college. Together, they gross
$60,000 a year.
But they know security can
vanish overnight. Growing up
near South Side steel mills,
they saw well-paid millworkers lose their jobs and have
nothing to show for years of
work.
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THE BEHEST OF OUR POL-

When my man Henry Ford idled for a moment then quit
decided he'd whip up a little altogether. "This," I thought,
contraption called the horse- "is a bad thing."
As the reader may have
less carriage, I seriously doubt
he realized how drastically he guessed by this point, my
would be affecting the lives of skills under the engine aren't
Americans for decades to come. likely to land me a job on the
Americans love their cars. Nascar circuit any time soon.
My accumulated knowledge
How else could one explain the
existence of car clubs, which about the inner workings of a
exist almost solely, as far as I car are as follows: 1. The gas
can tell, so people can get to- goes in that little opening
gether and look at each other's above the left rear tire. 2. The
engines? Or the phenomenon engine is in the front of the
which leads otherwise well-ad- car. (Note: Piece of knowledge
justed male drivers to give Number 2 can be real embartheir autos names like "Bessie" rassing when trying to help a
and "Lu-Lu" and talk to the friend whose Volkswagen van
hunks of machinery as if they has broken down.)
After establishing that
were long-lost lovers?
Let's face it folks, we've got gasoline and oil were both
flowing freely to the engine,
it bad.
But
in
towns
like my mechanical skills were
Statesboro, which lack efficient spent. So I trudged back to the
mass transit systems like girlfriend's apartment where I
MARTA in Atlanta or the new requested and received both
subway system in L.A., the in- help pushing the car into a
dividual-automobile relation- parking lot and a ride to work.
Since then I've been relying
ship transcends mere love and
on rides from friends (usually
borders on absolute need.
If this were a relationship the aforementioned girlfriend)
between two people, they could to get around town.
possibly seek counseling or
maybe file for divorce; but as of In towns like
this writing Charter Hospital
hasn't announced any support Statesboro... the
groups where walk-ins and individualChevy Malibus are welcome.
automobile
The absolute dysfunctional
nature of this relationship becomes all too apparent when relationship borders
one's car decides to breakon absolute need ...
down, as my own still-makingThere's something amaz$ 130-a-month-payments-on-it
ingly frustrating about having
Honda did this week.
The engine had been mak- to bum rides when accustomed
ing funny noises for quite some to having your own set of
time, but I had managed to wheels. Freud and some of his
remedy that problem using the psychoanalytical buddies
Decibel Mechanics technique - would have probably cooked up
turning up the radio so loud it some elaborate reason
drowns out the offensive (possibly involving cucumbers,
noises. Unfortunately this handguns and how much I like
technique doesn't contribute a my mom) for these feelings but
whole lot to the life of an en- I think I can explain it a little
more simply - Bumming rides
gine.
On my way to work last is a real pain in the ass.
week the old Honda couldn't
At least I have someone remuster the power to break the liable and dependable to haul
15 mph mark which, since I me around until the Honda
wasn't driving uphill and there (currently in critical condition
was no noticeable headwind, I in Savannah) had fully recovdeemed rather odd. I quickly ered.
pulled to the side of the road
Sunday, February 7, 1993.
where I hoped a quick 6:00 p.m. Girlfriend puts key
breather would return my ride in ignition of her car. Turns
to its usual healthy state.
key. Click. Nothing.
Unfortunately, the motor
It's gonna be a long week.
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BY THEM ALL.
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by TOM TOMORROW

MILITARY LEADERS ARE, 8Y THEIR NATURE,SOME
WHAT LESS THAN PROGRESSIVE.. A FACT
WHICH HAS BEEN MADE PAINFULLY CLEAR OF
LATE...
IF WE ALLOW HOMOSEXUALS INJ
THE. MILITARY, THEY'LL GIVE
EVERYBODY AIDS! IT WON'T 8E
5AFE To TAKE A SHOWER!

]
#*

POLLS SHOW AMERICANS To BE. EVENLY DIVIDED
ON THE ISSUE... HOWEVER. IT »S THE SMALLMINDED AND HATEFUL WHO ARE BE1N6 EXHORTED TO MAKE THEIR VOICES HEARD...
...THIS IS THE PlRST STEP
TOWARDS A HOMOSEXUAL,
TAKEOVER, of THE YEWNlTED STATES!

KEEP
DIALING,
HARRY.'
KEEP
PlAUNG!

SINCE MORE TOLERANT CITIZENS RECEIVE
NO SUCH EXHORTATIONS, WASHINGTON IS
FLOODED BY OVERWHELMINGLY IVEGATLVE
RESPONSES..^GIVING COWARDLY CONGRESSPEOPLE AN EXCUSE TO SIDESTEP THE ISSUE...
MAH CONSTITUENCY HAS SPOKEN,.M
HAVE NO CHOICE IN THE MATTER >

r.

A day in the life of an exasperated college student
Garth Brooks again.
Where's that damned button?
Just another ten minutes.
Lorrie Morgan this time. I
have to wake up to country.
The buzzer freaks me out too
bad and I hit snooze too much.
6:57 AM. Clamber out of
bed, scratch my head, my butt,
maybe the other way around.
What's for breakfast?
Grapefruit, peeled, blueberry
Pop-Tart, pifia colada yogurt,
and three aspirin. Schedule: oh
man.
There's what n^eds to be
done, then there's what will
get done. Let's be realistic.
Need: drop class, talk to professor about deadline for submissions to Miscellany, read
Economics, do laundry, call
bank about bounced check,
mail stuff, buy groceries, work
out, go to infirmary for AIDS
test, go to all classes; apologize
to Andy for crack about Blair,
go to sleep before 3 a.m.
Will do: laundry- have to no clean underwear; mail stuff,
credit card payment due in
three days; open Economics
book.
"Jeeze Zak, would you kill
that light. Every morning you
turn on the overhead; can't you
just use the desk light?"
"Yeah sure Andy. Sorry."
Lucky butt wipe; always gets
an eleven o'clock for a first
class. Some people and luck.
At least I get the shower
first. It helps to kick start
things with this hot water on
the back. Almost as good as
one of Chloe's back rubs. Screw
Blair, that wench is lucky to
get Andy. He may be a butt

wipe, but he's still aces over.a
lot of guys.
It's cold as a well digger's
ass in the Klondikes. Maybe
I'll luck up for once and get a
space in Newton parking lot.
There's Mullroy. I'll act like
I don't see him. He might be a
guy enough to call after me
instead of vice-versa.
"Zak! What's up bro?"
"Just headed to English.
Yikes it's cold! You got an extra smoke for a poor soul?"
"Still trying to quit, huh?"
"Si', fifteen minutes each
morning hacking up Camel
Crap from my lungs was just
taking away too much time
from discussing the history of
the Communist take-over of
South-east Asia with Spike.
Besides, I think I coughed up
my appendix the other day."
"Hyuk, hyuk, hyuk. I saw
Andy trying to hock an appendix at Gallop's yesterday.
Who's Spike?"
"That homicidal goose. The
big white one."
"Speaking of homicide, you
wanna have lunch today?"
"No money."
"Ditto, and you still owe me
five clams."
"Whoops, I'm late, or will be
in two minutes. Tell Zoulie I
want my Bad Brains disc
back."
"Later."

SPORTS
Sports Editor: John Munford Staff: Tammy Scroggins, Chris Sherwood, Aaron
Solomon, Robin Johnson, Devonie Hiers
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THIS M«»hf U W«RLB
THE DEBATE RAGE5... SHOULD GAY AMERICANS SE
ALLOWED TO SERVE \N THE MILITARY?

Broken down blues: Life
in the extremely slow lane

Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some...
Read By Them All

Columnist needs
his Bible back
Dear Editor,

Dear Josh Bass,
After reading your article,
An ode to a missing bookbag,
[George-Anne, Feb. 4] I came
to the conclusion that out of all
of the things that were stolen
from you, the Bible is what you
need returned the most.
Maybe if you get another
one you might actually read it.

Sylvia Prince

Department of Middle Grades
and Secondary Education

LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the
editor, story submissions and guest columns from people both inside and outside
the Georgia Southern University Community. All copy submitted should be typed
(double-spaced, please), preferably on
Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions
must be signed and include a mailing
address and phone number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject
any submission. There is no word limit on
submissions. A writer may request to remain anonymous. However, it will be the
editor's decision whether or not to print the
name. Submissions are run on a spaceavailable basis.

This prof is nuts. I never
knew
Blake
could be so
boring. I've got to get a daily
planner. I was supposed to see
that movie Tuesday. Maybe
Sloan just has to get this party
thing out of her system. She
probably never calls anymore
because I, since I am a male,
might get in the way of her

mad dash to find a boyfriend.
Ah'm dyin' here; eleven
minutes to go. I used to enjoy
Blake.
Would it be more economical
and put more substance in my
system to get two doughnuts
for ninety cents or a burrito
supreme for a buck-twenty
five. Mexican it is. There's not
a seat next to a window. I need
the fresh air anyway. Hey
Spike! How "bout that Clinton.
Have a jalapeno. That guy in
the sweater has to be a Greek.
Ninety percent of the conversations I'm catching pieces
of are about a five keg party,
soap opera, or a killer blonde
with a nice ass. The life of an
adult in training must be nice.
I really don't have the freedom to be screwing around like
this. That Econ test is going to
tear me a new butt-hole. But
how often do I get the apartment to myself. A bottle of
Michelob, a handful of
Doritoes, a solitary apartment,
24-7 Spyz pelting my
eardrums; I need this.
Psychology is at four. I wish
Mom would demand a pay review, she deserves it. No let's
not think about sexual discrimination.
Andy better be off the phone
by eleven. He's with Blair most
of the day, then talks to her for

three hours at night. Whipped.
I should have just stayed on
campus. I hate walking when
the wind is blowing. "Howdy
Squid. What up"
"Not a lotta. I just saw
Chloe. Looked pissed."
"What's wrong with her?"
"Beats me. I hope our illustrious professor can somehow
hold it together today. I'm kind
of groggy on this dream interpretation stuff. I don't quite
get what is supposed to be representing who. You think
Freud was on dope?"
"Opium. Chloe didn't say
what the deal was? Maybe another battle with her dad."
"Possible. Look chief. Maybe
you two should cool it for
awhile. She doesn't seem to do
anything for you. I mean, she
never seems to want to stick
around when you two are at a
social function. Are things
groovy during private time?"
"Marginally. Things may
split soon. She won't talk too
me anymore, about anything;
Dad, classes, nothing. Things
just seem to keep getting shittier. I don't know. I mean I
genuinely try to be understanding. I just don't think
she's comfortable with discussing things with me any
more. It sucks that we can't
click on the comfort level. You
may be right."
"Okay class. Um, today I'll
entertain questions about
chapter seventeen."
"He's opened the door for ya'
Squid, ask away."
"Somebody else'll probably
ask what I'm wondering.
Besides, I didn't have time to
shower this morning; I'd
rather not have a hundred and
sixty-two people staring at me
thinking I didn't take a shower
this morning."
"Luck, eh Squid?"
"MMH."
Seven thirty already. I did
get the "will do's" done. No
guilt there. Three rings.
Maybe she's not in her room.
"Hello?"
"Hey Tweets. What's wrong?
Squid said something's in the
dirt."
'Til be there in a few minutes. I need to talk to you."
"I'm here. I'm waiting. I'm
willing."
"Okay, bye."
"Bye."
This could be tense.
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$1 Goosenecks Tuesday
$3 Pitchers All Nite Monday

»«.

Bubba's Lounge
Hwy. 301 S. • 681-1355

t-

Thursday

-v

75C PITCHERS

Monday

7:30-10pm

Sub Eating
Contest

50cC Pool

at Bubba's Outback

Buffalo's Cafe

ir 11l"|

The Collegiate

Thursday
DANCE to the Music of Today

Country Club

Thursday 75<t pitchers 'til 10:301

Lanier Drive • 681-3030

Chandler Rd. • 681-2070

Hwy 301 S. • 681-9000

BOXING

Tues. at
Bubba's
Outback

Wednesday & Thursday Friday & Saturday

KARAEOKE

iTT/fllll Friday & Saturday • on Acoustic Guitar 1 Tuesday

Techno-Dance

Never a
dull moment!
Tr^>n &>SQR

NathanShepard I^JS?,^!

RAVE NITE
4-7pm Every Afternoon

LADIES NIGHT I $1 EVERYTHING

TATTTV

With the
Round Mound of Sound OPEN
(That's Chris- not Goo!) 3PM

Tues. & Thurs. • 6:30-8:30

Free Two-Step
Dance Lessons

Fri. & Sat.

DJ

Hour
Mon. & Tues.

No Cover
All Night

El Sombrero
*

•*

a
»

*

406 Fair Rd. • 764-9828

Franklin's

221 Main St. • 764-2316

Friendly Biner

Across From Walmart • 489-3307

4

*■

Main St. Billiards
29 W. Main St. • 764-9385

Mugs & Movies
Cinema 9 • 489-4322

Mon. Nights

Tues. Nights

Wed. Nights

Hamburger Combo Spaghetti & Salad Bar 1/2 lb. Ground Sirloin
All You Can Eat $4."

<£-| 99

w/ potato & salad bar $3.'

COUNTRY STYLE LUNCH BUFI

All Day, Every Day, All Month Long!

1/2 lb. SHRIMP I Fried Filet of Sea Trout
illed or fried $5.95

TTTTTinn with choice of 4 meats and 8

H

veggies to choose from,
served daily Mon. thru Fri.,
"*■ also menu service available.

HOME OF THE WORLD FAMOUS POOL ROOM CHILI DOG
en
We don't sell alchol, but you can llam
, „ - midnight
9°^9?
1 c *
Mon. thru Sat.
bring your cooler with you

2pm-midnight Sun.

1st Run Movies • Full Admission I
Tuesday
Tues.-Fri. • Let's Be 21 Years of Age
£JjJ^| J£
Sat.-Mon. • All Ages Admitted I must be at least 21

Take Out
Breakfast
Specials 7Q(£ Specials
starting at
Available
Tuesday

Monday at 8pm

$3.95

Sunday

9-BALL
LADIES NITE 1/2 PRICE POOL
2pm-Midnight
7-Midnight
TOURNEMENT

LADIES NIGHT

Thursday
all you can eat
wings, 25C each

r6Kill9 Restaurant
102 Brannen St. • 764-6661

Sonic

South Main St. • 489-4544

Old Register Rd. • 871-6424

Valentino's £,„,
111 N. Main St. • 489-4554

Chicken Fingers
& Buffalo Wings
University Plaza • 681-6088

Ly/llLj I

BIG BURGER & FRIES
Call Us For
Our DailySpecials

V^l 111 \IjLylj UL/1 1 L/ 1

HAPPY HOUR

lunch 11:00-2:30. dinner 5:00-8:30

Tuesday 5-12
50% OFF
Big #1 &c #2
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every day 3-5pm Burgers 50% off

LARGESTVARIETYOF M°n All U Can Eat
WINGS IN SOUTHEAST GAI *- SPAGHETTI $3
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w
Wed.
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til
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midnight

For a romantic dinner for two, Try Valentino's
Don't let mid-1
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Ms. African American pageant not just another beauty
contest: this one's got heritage and style making it work
ByMarchellGillis

GEORGIA

Staff Writer

Eleven beautiful young
black women will grace the
Union Ballroom with their intelligence and talent while vying for the title of Ms. African
American on Feb. 15.
This year the Ms. African
American pageant at GSU has
for its theme "Phenomenal
Images of African American
Women". The theme will be
celebrated through vivid colors
and the traditional Kente cloth
of African royalty.
The eleven young women
competing for this honor are
Evette Stinson, Sander Scott,
Danielle E. Hill, Kelleita
Thurman, Keela Whitest,
Sedaris Smalls, Inga Moten,
Jaquetta Thomas, Rosalyn
Williams, Tobey R. Sanders,
and Thajuana N. Wheeler.
Before the actual pageant
the contestants must rehearse
dance steps, individual talent
pieces, and those ever-sosparkling smiles that each will
display effortlessly on the
night of the pageant.
In the old Marvin Pittman
Auditorium these women have
arrived for rehearsal and are
chattering and laughing
amongst themselves about
events that occurred during
their day. The coordinators,
Nicole Henderson, a senior political science major and
African and African American
studies minor, and Charisse
Chisolm, a senior early childhood education major, are
standing at the foot of the
stage discussing the agenda for
reheasal that afternoon. Tony
Jones, an education major, is
also a coordinator.
Since it is only a few days
into rehearsals, Henderson
and Chisolm decided on an
icebreaker to relax the ladies.
While Chisolm went away to
explain some details to one of
the pageant committee members, Henderson elaborated on
their duties as coordinators of
this pageant.
This is Henderson's second
year directing the Ms. African
American pageant, but she has
been directing pageants since
1988.
Henderson said that the
pageant directors' first step
was to pick some very devoted
workers to handle publicity,

This quarter the broadcasting practicum class is not only
working for a grade, but the
class is also actually getting
real broadcasting experience
with a project which requires
much work and practical decision making. The project is a
televised high school quiz bowl
called the Eagle Academic
Challenge.
The word challenge suits
the program well because in
addition to challenging the
broadcasting class's 11 students to get hands on experience with T.V. taping, it also
challenged GSU's faculty to get
the program on its feet.
Communication arts instructor
Christopher
Geyerman came up with the
idea of a quiz bowl from his
earlier work on one at
Southern Illinois University.
Geyerman, with the help of
colleague Dave Burns, presented the idea to the dean of
Arts and Sciences, Dr. Warren
F. Jones, who gladly approved
the program and has also been
veiy supportive throughout the
project.
The set was built over the
Christmas break by faculty
members Geyerman, Bill
Fields, Dave Burns, set de-

SOUTHERN

UNIVERSITY

J Come Play the 2
V Sweetheart Game V

The contestants for the Ms. African American pageant pose in the traditional Kente clothing. The
pageant will Pe held Mon„ FeP. 15 in the old Marvin Pittman Auditorium. The winner of the pageant will
receive scholarship money. (Photo by Bob Schwindler.)
order awards, and write letters
to judges. They also had to find
artists to provide props.
"I have to keep myself
abreast with what's going on
with pageants," Henderson observed.
Henderson also said that
they must come up with a
theme, give people what they
want to see, and provide an incentive for young women to
participate.
Each year the winner of the
pageant is given a scholarship.
Last year's winner received
$200, but the amount varies
from year to year since it is
based on fund raisers, according to Henderson.
After the icebreaker the
young women assembled together for my question and
discussion session. I noticed
there was a very sisterly atmosphere among them, as op-,
posed to my stereotypical assumption that pageant contestants would be cut throat and
spotlight-greedy.
"This pageant is a lot
friendlier, we practice more,
and the atmosphere is relaxed.
After this pageant is over, we
will continue to be friends,"
said Thajuana Wheeler.
The aspect that further adds
to this family-like atmosphere,
according to Kelleita Thurman,
is that everyone has a special
quality about themselves. "And
we help each other when

something goes wrong," added
Keela Whitest.
Should
Ms.
African
American be just a pretty face?
"She should know about herself, have a goal in life, be intelligent, and possess internal
beauty," Eric Burch, one of the
young men on the pageant's
committee, observed.
A few of the young women
added that a good attitude,
cultural awareness, and good
communication skills should be
embodied in Ms. African
American. "Good communication skills, ambition and willingness to serve as a role
model for school and community are necessary," Whitest
said.
Each contestant provided
various answers as to what she
hopes to learn from this
pageant, but a dominant answer was improvement of
communication skills.

Assuredly, each of the contestants will contribute her individual personality to the
pageant to make this a rewarding event to the viewer. The
opening scene of the pageant,
which is a performance of
Nikki Giovanni's "Egotrippin",
a spicy poem expressing the
contribution of black women to
the world, promises to be eye
catching.
Pizzazz, flash, and glitz are
prevalent in all pageants, but
Ms.
African
American
pageants employ the rich history of the African American
heritage while paying tribute
to the motherland, Africa,
through the use of vivid colors
found in Kente cloth and
melodic music. The music utilizes powerful beats to set the
tone of the pageant. The Ms.
African American pageant at
GSU will be no exception to
this rule.
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tyPPy yafati^05ty> Sweetheart!
It is hard to-put
into words just fuyiv much
iJ1
Itbveyou.
I hope you /(now you mean the world to me.
I would do anything foryoiL
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Valentine's
Communication arts
department unites for
Gift
Eagle Academic Challenge
Baskets
By Ana Lucio
Staff Writer

UNION W> «C
PRODUCTIONS

signer Gary Dartt, and his son
Chris Dartt.
The supplies for the set
along with the question researcher and a buzzer system,
were the only items which
needed funding. The total cost
of creating the set and format
came to $2,000. The funding
came from the Communication
Arts department.
The contestants range from
freshman to seniors. The students were chosen based on
academic aptitude. The high
schools participating are all located in southeast Georgia.
The camera crew, consistsing of the 11 students taking
the course as well as communication arts instructor Beverly
Graham, who is the emcee, began working on the program
last Saturday and will continue to do so through the
month of March.
The
Eagle Academic
Challenge will be aired on
WTLC starting March 13 at 1
p.m. and will run in a series
for 12 weeks.
It is nice to know that our
faculty really gets involved.
Geyerman, the mastermind
behind the program, says, "I
could have never done this
without help from my colleagues. I hope to make the
quiz bowl an annual event."

Gourmet • Chocolate Lovers • Meat & Cheese
and much more!

Necessities

Gentilly Place (Across from VVinn Dixie)

NEW ARRIVALS
THIS WEEK!
LAY AWAY
NOW FOR SPRING!
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From Everyone at
Union Productions
and
The George-Anne

: Movies
Friday & Saturday
EDDIE MURPHY
a
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A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

AMERICA
"~'

VA k (DPI RIGHT 01S88 BY PAR-WCWNT PICTURES CORPORATION. .Ui. RIGHTS KESEKVED.

Sunday & Monday

Do The
Right Thing

Danny Aiello, Ossie Davis, & Spike Lee use
humor, drama, and music as a technique to
expose the absurdity of racism.
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Movies
• Friday & Saturday
• Sunday & Monday
• 7:00 pm & 9:30 pm

Union Theatre

• $1 with GSU Student ID
• $2 General Admission

Information Hotline

EAGLE TANNING J js 681-0461
764-4206
423 FAIR RD
Across from recreation fields

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

•a Office 681-5442 • Union Productions
Landrum Box 8066 • Statesboro, Ga 30460
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BETWEEN
THE LINES
John Munford

Play Ball!

VJ

>.;

Okay everybody, it's baseball season again. I know, I
know, it seems like it was only
yesterday that the Braves lost
our national pastime to those
rotten, filthy, stinking
Canadians.
Spring training will begin
February 18th for Major
League pitchers and catchers,
and more importantly, our
baseball team will begin play
this week. They will face off
against East Carolina Friday
at 4 p.m., Saturday at 1 p.m.
and again Sunday at 1 p.m.
The pitching staff has
enough experience and enough
talent to make GSU a likely
candidate for winning the
Southern Conference and
likewise getting the automatic
bid to the College World Series
that goes with that.
After following the team all
the way to the Southern
Conference tournament, to
watch how they lost just broke
my heart.
To begin with, they had to
win three games in a row on
the last day of the tournament.
They faced off successfully
against the Citadel in the first
game, but had to face off
against the powerhouse
Western Carolina in both of
the last two games.
They jumped out to a big
lead in the first game against
WCU, but let it slowly deteriorate to the point where the
next game's starter, Jim
Carragher, had to come in and
close out the last inning for
them.
He finished that game up
and proceded to start the next
contest. He made a valiant effort, going all nine innings,
leading for eight of them, but
couldn't keep it up. He eventually faltered, as WCU tied and
eventually took the lead and
won the game.
That will make it very interesting to see how far they
can take it this year, especially
considering that most of the
pitchers will be back, and the
new starters look more than
capable of getting the job done.
And, most importantly, according to coach Stallings,
they're having fun. Which
means that they're already
halfway there. A ball club that
plays together wins together.
Teepee Talk
Many people are abuzz
about how the Braves' starting
staff will be the best in baseball this year.
This certainly could be the
case, as Greg Maddux will
prove to be a great addition to
an already healthy rotation of
Tom Glavine, John Smoltz,
Steve Avery and Pete Smith.
This leaves only two questions left about the pitching
staff. One, who will step forward and be the closer, and
two, who is going to throw out
the first pitch.
As far as Question One, look
for newly acquired Jay Howell
to prove he just might last one
more season in the sun and for
Mark Wohlers to give him a
run for his money. Steve
Bedrosian is also in contention, since the Braves have
cornered the market in recent
years on old, washed-up relievers.
For Question Two, you
might as well let Ted Turner
have the honors. He's footing
the bill for all these massive
contracts, any ways.
This is all assuming, of
course, that Major League
Baseball will be played. A
lockout of the players or a boycott by the players is imminent
with MLB still operating without a commissioner.
Keep your fingers crossed,
Braves fans.

Baseball team to begin season Friday
It's the middle of February,
it's still raining outside, and
that can mean only one thing.
It's baseball season again.
GSU head coach Jack
Stallings will lead a team with
a different look this year as he
tries to compensate for the
losses of graduated senior second sacker Doug Eder and of
slick-fielding shortstop Chris
Petersen to the Chicago Cubs
organization in the eighth
round of the Major League
Baseball draft.
Matt Wilson, who was injured most of last season, will
take over Eder's place at second, and last year's center
fielder, Mark Dean, will plug
the hole at short and provide
speed on the offensive side of
the ball.
"To compare either of them
to their counterparts would be
useless, but Dean has been
very consistent in the field and
so has Wilson.", noted
Stallings.
Todd Greene, who was the
starting right fielder for all of
last season, will take Dean's
place in center field. His major
contribution will come from his
bat, however, since he led the
Eagles in homers with 17 and
RBI's with 57 last season. He
also needs only 31 more home
runs to break the NCAA career
record.
The one mainstay from last
year who will start at his original position is third baseman
Kevin Hallman. Hallman bat-

%

Eagie baseball head coach Jack Stallings explains the finer points of hitting as Matt Wilson looks on.
The Eagles will play their first game at home this Friday against East Carolina. (Photo by Shannon
Henderson)
ted .345 last year and knocked
in 39 runs, good for second on
the ballclub and will be relied
on to help Greene carry some
of the Eagle's offensive power
load this season.
Newcomer Mark Hamlin
will take over Greene's former
spot in right. A highly touted
freshman, he led Evans High
School to the Georgia AAAA
title in 1990 and batted .442
with nine homers and 37 RBI's

last season.
Brian Wiggins will open at
first base, where he saw some
limited action last year, batting .259 with 26 RBI's.
The jobs in left field and
behind the plate are wide
open. "We've got Buddy Holder
and Mike Darnell as backstops, and they're battling it
tooth-and-nail. In left, we'll either have Craig Cassedy,
Wilando Ficklin or freshman

It ain't easy bein' Greene

By Chris Sherwood

Staff Writer

The road to Omaha and the
NCAA College World Series
begins on the practice field.
One, if not the biggest, keys
to the GSU baseball teams'
success this upcoming year
will be the play of the center
fielder Todd Greene.
Everyone, including every
major league scout, knows of
Greene and his ability to jack
the ball over the fence. Greene
also has a very high fielding
average which is always important when the Eagles are in
a close game and need players
to step up on defense.
Greene was drafted after
the season last year by the St.
Louis Cardinals, but things did
not work out. "I was drafted in
the 14th round by the Cards
and in fact I did not find out
until the next day by telegram," commented Greene.
Greene also had this to say
about being drafted last year,
"The Cards and I just did not
come together on terms and I
decided to come back." The

performance that Greene
turned in last year was solid,
but he did not think that he
played as well as could have.
"I tried a little too hard last
year especially at the beginning of the year because I
knew I had a chance to go in
the draft and I wanted to do
everything I could to help the
team," commented Greene.
This year is a little different
for the Eagles; many players
could start in every position.
Greene is only one of a select
few Eagles who is guaranteed
to start. GSU is in a good position as their team is very versatile. The outfield is a prime
example: Greene, Willando
Ficklin, Craig Cassedy, and
Mark Hamlin will all be playing or starting.
The Eagles last year finished 15-6 in their inaugural
season in the Southern
Conference and 31-27 overall.
Asked to elaborate about
GSU's season, Greene had this
to say, "It was rough especially
in the beginning of the season
because I wanted to help my-

self in the draft while also contributing to the overall performance of the team and I got
off to a slow start which did
not help the team."
On the upcoming season
next year, Greene had this to
say," I think that we can win
the Southern Conference this
year and really that is all that
matters because of course if
you win the Southern
Conference tournament you
receive an automatic bid to the
regionals. If we can just make
it to the regionals I believe we
can go real far."
Greene has always felt the
pressure of being the player
that everyone looks to for the
emotional lift. "I do not really
feel any pressure by being the
team leader because in high
school I took on that similar
role; I look at it as a challenge
and as something I must be
ready to do."
So far the Eagles practice
sessions have gone well, even
better than some might have
expected at this early point of
the season. "We've had good
workouts so far and we are re-

Lady Eagles I k
in preseason practice
•

By Tammy Scroggins

Staff Writer

Despite a number of
setbacks which have plagued
their team this year, Lady
Eagle softballers are gearing
up for play with their season
opener on Friday, February
12th away against Valdosta
State. Head Coach Bill Spieth
returns this year with two
graduate assistant coaches,
Amanda Maddox and Christy
Hill, former GSU shortstop.
Fourteen returning players
are joined by seven newcomers
to campus. This year's squad
will rely on its maturity, speed,
and enthusiasm to overcome
challenges; they also hope to
improve on last season's 21-29
record. Unfortunately, due to
unforeseen circumstances, the
team lost valuable training
time with Spieth in the fall. He
was ill and had to undergo
surgery and will have to return

for surgery about mid-season.
The Lady Eagles have also
had to deal with playing on a
different field since the fields
at the Sports Complex are
being repaired and new lights
are being put in.

The Battery
Juniors Carrie Collins and
Melissa Williams will lead the
pitching attack. Freshman
Vanessa Fawcett, who gained
experience playing with ASA
summer leagues, is a new
addition to the pitching staff.
Collins ended last season
with a 12-14 pitching record
and 2.05 ERA with 180.7
innings pitched. Collins is also
accredited with 72 strikeouts
while Williams had 47.
Williams threw for 152 innings
and came out with a 9-14
record and 1.84 ERA.
Heather Olejcak and Mia
Gaut will alternate at the
starting position behind the

•

•

Sy Jones, who can also catch."
Pitching Experience is key
The men who will take the
hill for coach Stallings will
bring plenty of experience, especially in terms of starting.
Returning to start for the
Eagles are Jim Carragher, who
tied starter Ron Buffington for
the team lead in wins with
eight and Tim Roth, who took
home four wins.
Junior Jake Greene will also

be involved in the starting rotation as he tries to harness
his wild arm which led the
Eagles in wild pitches with 12.
"We've got some guys who
have a lot of innings here at
GSU, and they are more aware
of what's going on and what
they need to do.", added
Stallings.
Coach Stallings also has
something he is not accustomed to seeing on the mound
in reliever Paul Thornton,
who will be used primarily in
the closer's role. Stallings
noted, "That's what we recruited him for, and we think
that he will really fill that spot
well."
"We've got versatility, a lot
more so than we've had in
years. Cassedy, Wiggins,
Dean, Greene and Wilson can
each play several different positions. We will feel more comfortable switching people
around this year if we need to,"
added Stallings.
"The thing that has been
very exciting this year for me
and my coaches is that we've
had a very good fall and spring
in terms of effort, enthusiasm
and excitement. The guys are
going out there and having
some fun and showing a lot of
enthusiasm," added Stallings.
Stallings' troops will take
the field in their first home
game against East Carolina
Friday at 4 p.m. They will face
off against East Carolina again
on Saturday and Sunday at 1
p.m.

Centerfielder Todd Greene has returned to GSU for his senior year. He
needs 31 home runs to break the NCAA career home run record.
(Photo by Shannon Henderson)
ally coming together as a team.
Our pitching is better and our
defense has been good,"
commented Greene.
Many players, including
Greene, believe that there is
nothing stopping them from
being the Southern Conference

champions. "The TAAC had a
lot of quality teams in it, but
the Southern Conference has
more quality teams, and the

SEE GREENE, PAGE

•

plate. In 1992, Olejcak helped
lead the team in RBI's and hits
with 16 and 12, respectively,
and is working to improve on
her .270 batting average. Gaut
is a sophomore transfer
student from Arizona State
University. She led her high
school team to the state
championship in her junior
year.
Infielders
According to Spieth, it is "A
little hard to say right now,
about the starting line-up."
"We have at least two people at
every infield position."
Brooke O'Meara, Angie
(Slick) Smith, and Debbie
Hensley are contenders at first
base. O'Meara was injured
early in last season and is
almost recovered from major
knee surgery. Hensley came off
SEE LADY EAGLES, PAGE

8

First baseman Brooke O'Meara gets down in the defensive
position in practice as the Lady Eagle softball team prepares for
their first game on the road this Friday against Valdosta State.
(Photo by Shannon Henderson)
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LADY EAGLES

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

7

with a .204 batting average
while bringing in 17 RBFs.
Several
players
are
competing for action in the
keystone at second base and
shortstop. Returnees Barbara
Lange and Mindy Futrelle are
likely to be seen along with
freshmen Jennifer Ritter and
Julie Edge. Futrelle had a .239
with 47 at bats and Lange
ended with a .250 average.
Edge hails from Rockmart
High School where she was
captain of the softball team
and was named MVP of the
tennis team on two occasions.
Ritter played volleyball and
softball in Rockledge, Florida.
Returning at shortstop are
juniors Julie Ciezkowski and
Tammy Scroggins. Ciezkowski,
who is also a nationally ranked
volleyball player, contributed
16 runs, 40 hits, and 16 RBFs
with a .270 batting average.
Scroggins took last season off
due to financial difficulties.
At third base, newcomer
Courtney Nolan and returning
junior Michelle Amazon will
fight for a spot. Amazon played
in 18 games last season and
ended with a .831 fielding
average.
As with many teams, the
infielders can play at just
about any position.
For
example, a player at shortstop

might also be asked to play
third or second base. The Lady
Eagle infield has a great deal
of depth to work with.

Georgia Southern University

A Southern Tradition For Over Sixty Years

Outfielders
Centerfield is a spot
reserved for juniors Kim
Holden or Williams. Holden
and Williams tied last season
with the most hits at 46.
Holden came away with a .301
batting average.
Heather McAdam is a
primary contender for right
field.
In 1992, after
transferring from Long Island,
New York, she led the Lady
Eagles with 56 hits and 17
RBFs along with a .361 batting
average.

ES3

Sophomore Cara Taylor and
freshmen Regina Fields and
Christina Suter could be seen
playing any of these outfield
positions. Taylor is a returnee
from Macon and Fields is from
Forsyth Central High School
where she participated in
several Varsity sports.
Their first home matchup
will be at at Memorial Field at
the Statesboro Recreation
department on Thursday,
February 18 at 3 p.m. when
they take on conference foe
UT-Chattanooga.

New softball recruit Vanessa Fawcett loosens up on the mound.
Despite a number of pre-season problems, the team is expected
to improve on last year's record of 21-29. (Photo by Shannon
Henderson)

McKisic contributes in defensive
role for Kerns' basketball Eagles
By Chris Sherwood

McKisic played for 12
minutes against Appalachian
and put in five points while
It's a bird, it's a plane, no pulling down six rebounds.
it's Pierre McKisic flying The game against ETSU
through the air to take control proved that McKisic could be
of the rebound.
called on again in key
Although McKisic, who was
situations as he played for
redshirted last season has not eleven minutes while nailing
played a lot of minutes so far down six points and pulling
this season, when he does
down one rebound.
come in he makes the most of
Coach Kerns knows that he
it.
can look to players like
Being redshirted last year McKisic to give the Eagle dehelped him adjust to playing at
fense the extra toughness they
the college level after a sucneed off the bench. "Coach
cessful high school career. "I
Kerns told me that I need to be
put on a few pounds of muscle
aggressive and pull down the
during last year which helped,
rebounds because the key to
and being redshirted helped
winning is a strong defense,"
me get a little bit of experience
commented McKisic.
in the system," commented
The role McKisic has on the
McKisic.
team
can best be summed up
He has not played a lot of
as
a
defensive
one since one of
minutes this year, but coming
his
main
priorities is
off the bench he has proven
rebounding
on
both
sides of the
that he is a quality player who
floor.
"I'm
in
there
to rebound
Coach Kerns can count on for
and
play
good
defense
and if I
support.

Staff Writer

His biggest games for GSU
this year came in one weekend
series against ETSU and
Appalachian State here at
Hanner when he came off the
bench to give the Eagles the
boost they needed to secure the
back to back conference
victories.

can do that then my offensive
output will be there too,"
mentioned McKisic.
Winning the Southern
Conference tournament will
give the Eagles their second
straight NCAA tournament
birth, but it will be a tough
road for GSU to travel.
McKisic was optimistic on the
Eagles chances as are many,
"Anything is possible for this
team, if we can stay in our
games both mentally and
physically we can win it all."
At Tri-Cities high school in
College Park, Georgia, Mckisic
helped lead his team to a
second place finish in their
sub-region with a 17-7 record.
"I had a pretty good season but
I wish we could have made it
to the state tournament," was
McKisics' reply about his
senior year.
SEE MCKISIC, PAGE

George-Anne Covers
Sports Like a
Cloud of Gnats

THEATHi:
}fC QM1AN

Just another T-Shirt Shop? Not!
T -Shirts and Quality Screen Printing
Computer-Generated Artwork Available
Single and Multi-Color Screen Printing
Airbrush Artist Available.

10 Percent Off for Student Groups
(Fraternities, Sororities, and other groups)
MEISEL GRAPHICS
489-8843 • 60 East Main St. Downtown
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V.. when it comes to our dreams and goals, it's nice to have
someone who will take time to listen and understand how
important this is to us. At Ogeechee Tech, they listen.
They understand. And it really does make a difference ..."
Jeff and Parrel - OTI Class of '93

9 oz. Hallmark
Chocolatier
candy only $3.95
with any
Hallmark
purchase

OGEECHEE
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Building world-class opportunities
through a first-class education.

THE HEN HOUSE
764-3525

Call us at 681-1900

»
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Terry

by T. Hand and M. Yrabedra

Weekly Crossword

" NCAA Contenders "
ACROSS

■

I

■"

W

1

*

(AEHTALLX HEALTHY

VVousE

CYCLoTHYMlC CAT

'VRSTMLE

(5\RAFFE
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1

13

32

■
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Terry enrolls in his first Military Science course

♦,

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
,. 11 12
Crimson Tide
14
Substance of a
"
I celLComb. form
17
18
|0 Locale of Anna's King
20
14 Winglike
2 23
15 Hawaiian porch
24
25
27
16 Decorated tin piece
28
17 Duke
2S
30
31
19 Debtor
33 3<
35
■ 36 37
38
20 Longtime
39
21 Charlotte & Norma
22 Comfort
42
■ 43
■ 44
24 Wagers
45
46
■ 47 48
26 Behaves theatrically
28 Utilizes
■ 49
50 1 g51
52 53
30 Walk faster?
55
56
58
33 Speaks carelessly
36 Standard &
60
61 62
63
38 Formerly Clay
64
65
39 Confined
66
40 Hurricanes'School
67
68
69
41 Let stand
42 Hearing aid
43 Horse or bean
6 Wash
44 Retail business estab44 Bed linen
7 Herb
lishment
45 Goblet
8 Gal of song
46 Capital of Portugal
47 Bone:Comb. form
9 Tigers'School
48 Theatrical platforms
49 Leotards
10 Wide scarfs
50 Small porch
51 Fall
11 Cyclones'School
52 Ordinary language
55 1992 Wimbledon Champ 12 Actor Baldwin
53 Letdown
57 Rip
13 Simple
54 Heating vessels
59 Decompose
18 Apparel
55 Saudi
60 Virginia Senator
23 Baseball catcher Mel & 56 Veep
61 Hoya's School
family
58 Sea eagle
64 Mr. Guthrie
25 Actor Russell
62 Timetable abbrev.
65 Repent
27 What the cow cow says ? 63 Bit
66 On the ocean
29 Small piano
67 Was
31 Robert
68 Backs of the neck
32 Panthers'Schqol
69 German articles
33 Special :Abbrev.
34 Jacob's wife
DOWN
35 Not assessable
1 Infants
37 Cereal grain
2 Allocate
40
Wolverines'School
3
Loa:Hawaiian
41
Dog's
name
volcano
43
Swine
4 Exist
5 Delight

1
5

•»

By Gerry Frey

■

1

■

54

See Solution,
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NAVY NURSING -

CONSTRUCTIVE LEADERSHIP/UNSELFISH
SERVICE AWARDS

Any member of the faculty, staff, or student body may nominate students for
Leadership/Unselfish Service Awards. These will be presented on Honors Day to
students selected from the nominees. Selection will be made on the basis of these
criteria:
1. Grade Point Average (2.5 minimum)
2. Notable service and leadership on campus or at the state,
regional, or national level.
Students selected for Who's Who are eligible for the Leadership/Unselfish Service
Award. These students are listed below.
1993 Who's Who recipients:
Bilal Soylu
Alfonso Alayza
Gerald Baygents
Christopher M. Chambers
Bert Donald Chandler
Nebiyu Feleke
Ursula Hamilton

Susie Hicks
John Wesley Key
Elizabeth Dean King
Jenny Rebecca Long
Melisa Suzanne Nestlehutt
Cathy G. Powell

Joan Loraine Reid
Amy Richardson
Shirl C Richardson
Laura Lee Rigdon
Bradrford R Simmons
Holli Renee Smith

Scott E. Sutton
Andrea Renee Tiggler
Lance L. Turpin
Anita Dianne Welsh
Janna Michelle Whitley
Matthew James Wilson

Please use the form below to nomiante deserving students and return it to the Office of the
Registrar, Landrum Box 8092 by February 12,1993. Nominees will be contacted for additional info.
Name of Nominee

Social Security #

Name of Nominator

Landrum Box

Phone

Local Phone

CARE FOR YOU —
CARE FOR YOUR PATIENTS

Nurses can't properly care for their patients unless they are properly cared for themselves. That's why the Navy backs its people from
start to finish, starting while you're still in college.
The Health Services Collegiate Program allows you to complete
studies for your nursing degree while receiving $1,300 to $1,500 a
month for up to 24 months.
The Navy Nurse Corps' Full Time Out Service program offers the
same opportunity to those pursuing their master's degrees in limited
nursing specialties.
When you become a member of the Navy Nurse Corps, your patients can rest assured that they'll be well taken care of— because
the Navy takes good care of you.
For more information on the Navy Nurse Corps and these educational opportunities, calL
1-800-843-2189, MON-FRI, 9-4.

NAVY NURSE

You and the Navy.
Full Speed Alieacl.

Union Productions Members For
1993-1994
*
:

*

\M

*

STEALING (men's attention)

*

&
ROBBING (them of tkeir
concentration )
K.nown to have escaped to warm sunny
vacation areas. Last seen wearing a
TANGO ROSE bathing suit.
Reliable sources indicate scores of
Cro U women are joining her by

*

obtaining uncommonly alluring
swimwear from...

Alice s
Attic

*
*
*

222 N. Main St.

(across from Franklins
Restaurant)

489-5530

*

Applications Are Being Accepted For:
• Student Director
• Publicity Coordinator
• Coffee House Chair
• Films Chair
• Homecoming Chair
• Multi-Cultural Chair
• Special Events Cliair
Be a Part of the Union Team

Applications Available beginning in The Union Production Office Rm 207
Applications Due February 12, 1993
F T
4
MicbeUee^Edenfieldat681-039

£ MWM&MU 4h%

*
*
*
*
*

*

#
*
*
*
*
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16«Personal
Alfred- You are the only one I adore. When
can we make that noise again? Happy
Valentine's Day from your spoiled baby!
Amanda Linds and Shelly- Happy
Valentine's Day to the GREATEST
roommates. -Love Kerri
Amy B.-1 hope your week is improving.
Happy Valentine's Day and if you need to
talk again, I'll be there for you.- Love,
Sherry
Amy- For two people who were'nt looking,
we've sure found what most people only
dream about. I love you. ■ Billy
Angel-To the sweetest guy ever! I love you!
Happy Valentine's Day!- Florita
B- Thanks for all the love and support. I
know you'll win your B-ball game on
Valentine's. Happy Valentine's Day! Lots
oflove!-SEH
B.E.- Every memory I have of the past two
years involves you. You've made me the
luckiest, happiest girl in the world. XXOX.
Love Forever, Scooter
Barbie, Amy, Natalie, Tracy, MeredethHappy Valentine's Day and I'm glad to
have you all as my friends. - Love Sherry

Cathy M.- You are in my dreams and I
care about you. I wish we were together on
this day. Happy Valentine's Day! -Your
Chad D.- A dear sweetheart of mine. You
are definitely one of a kind. Would you
please be my Valentine? Love you always!
Meredith
Charlton- Your friendship means the
world to me and I hope and pray it never
ends. Happy Valentine's Day!
Chris D.- Happy Valentine's Day! I'll be
waiting for you Sunday so hurry back!
Love-Dixie
Chris Harvin- Just think...You could've
been my Valentine! Love- The first week of
school
Chris- Happy Valentine's Day! This month
has been wonderful and I WISH for many
more! Love - Stacey
Chrissie Ruebel-1 love you with all my
heart. You're everything to me and more.
Will you be my Valentine? All my loveBeverly ~ May this Valentine's Day be
as special as last year's. Happy Valentine's
Day, precious. I love you. Forever Yours,
Sean.
David McLaws- Thank you for 2 wonderful
years! I love you! Becky

Hey Pokey! Squeeze the Charmin. I love
you!-Love Pookey
Hey Tarn! I don't know if you'll see this
but I love you anyway.-Pat
Honey-1 know you're not here with me
right now, but I want to tell you Happy
Valentine's Day and I love you very much!!
Jay- Don't hurry, don't worry, I'll always
be here for you. Do not remember days,
only special moments. Be my Valentine no
and forever!- Roni
Jermaine- My love for you grows greater
each day because you bring my life a deep
sense of love and delight. Happy
Valentine's Day.- Veronica
Jim-1 love you! Tomorrow you'll know just
how much. Enjoy the Scavenger Hunt!
-Nikki
Joe- Missing you is a daily routine but
loving you is a lifetime activity. I want you
to know that you're all I want and need.
143! I love you- Alicia
Joe- You are the greatest Valentine I could
ever have. All we will ever need in life is
each other. Love- Valery
Jvana- Sorry about the past. Can we look
towards the future? Be my Valentine. I lov
eyou! -Bruno
Karla Nelson- Show that pretty smile of
yours and have a Happy Valentine's Day. I
wish we could spend it together but...
Hopefully yours. Sorry

• FREE CLASSIFIEDS -The George-Anne provides free classified listings to
students faculty and staff members of Georgia Southern University as a
campus-community service. Free classified ads MUST be written in 25 words
or less. Students, faculty and staff will be billed 10$ a word for ads in excess of
25 words. The advertiser's name, Landrum Box, and the classified category
(listed below), MUST BE INCLUDED with your ad copy. All communication
regarding free classified ads must be in writing (absolutely NO free classified
ads will be accepted by phone... at this price we don't take dictation). Free
classified ads (except personals and dated submissions) will be inserted into
the newspaper in four consecutive issues. Ads must be resubmitted in writing
for additional insertions. Free ads should be non-commercial in nature. Free
classified listings should be mailed to The George-Anne, Landrum Box 8001,
GSU. Deadline is noon TUESDAY or noon FRIDAY prior to publication.
• COMMERCIAL LISTINGS - ate available at $2.50 per 25 words with a
minimum charge of $5.00. Classified display advertising is available at $5.00
per column inch per edition, with a one inch minimum size required. Payment
should accompany ad, unless advertiser has established credit. Tear sheets
will be mailed upon written request A charge of $1.00 per tear sheet requested
is assessed to cover mailing and handling. Contact the Advertising Department: ADS, LB. 8001, GSU, Statesboro, GA 30460 or call 912/681-5418 .
• GENERAL CLASSIFIED POLICY- The advertiser is responsible for proofreading ads upon publication. Any errors will be corrected upon written notice.
Ads should be in good taste, and are subject to standard editing procedures.
The editors reserve the right to refuse any classified ad.

CLASSIFIED CATEGORIES
Announcements
Arts & Crafts
Autos for Sale
Auto Parts, Repair
Business Opportunities
Child Care
Education
Freebies
Furniture/Appliances
Garage Sales
Help Wanted
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous for Sale
Motorcycles

01'Announcements
WANTED:
Pilots and Non-pilots. Join GSU Pilots
Association. Meet in Union Rm. 275 every
Tuesday at 8pm.
Are you puzzled at Life's problems? Jesus
is the cure! For more information come to
Life Ministries, Monday at 7:30pm in the
Union Rm 284.
Attention rt-'io Seniors- SGA is accepting
applications for two $1000 scholarships.
For more info contact the SGA office at
681-0655, University Union room 207.
Don't blame us... We voted for Bush!
College Republicans meet Wednesdays,
7pm, rm 254 Student Union. For more info
call Doug Simon 871-6560.
Forms! Sparring! Board-breaking! Come
see all of this at the Martial Arts Club
Demonstration. Monday, February 22,
12:15 and 4:15, Union Ballroom. $1.00
admission.
Join the Union Productions Team!
Applications are available Rm 207,

■ Musical
■ Personal
Pets & Supplies
• Photography
Rentals & Real Estate
■ Roommates
- Services
- Sporting Goods
- Stereo & Sound
- Swap & Trade
- Television & Radio
- Vans & Trucks
- Wanted
- Weekend Entertainment
University Union. Due February 12, 1993.
Katas! Sparring! Board breaking! Come
see all this and more! GSU Martial Arts
Club Demo. Mon., Feb. 22, 12:15 and 4:15,
Union Ballroom. $1.00 admission.
Miss Georgia Southern University
Scholarship Pageant- a Preliminary Miss
America Pageant featuring Miss Natalie
Hendrix from WJCL and the Miss Georgia
Superstars. Saturday, Feb. 13, 7 pm,
University Ballroom. Admission $5, $2 w/
student ID.
Muslim Student Association meets every
Friday at 2pm in the Union. For more info
call, 681-4708.
NOTICE: "Free classified ads from
students, faculty, and staff must be
submitted in writing, with the name of the
sender, a local address and telephone
number. No free ads will be accepted via
telephone. Only ONE free ad per person
per week."- Statement of Operations
"The advertiser is responsible for
proofreading ads upon publication. Any
errors will be corrected upon written
notice. Ads should be in GOOD taste, and
art. subject to standard editing procedures.
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To Dawn (Angela)- Hopefully one day I
can forefill your desires. Happy
Valentine's Day! Give me a call!- The Devil
To Hurshay- My Sweetie, I will always
love you, because you mean so much to
me. Love- Shon (Your baby dolls)

Happy Valentine's Day Pookie! I love you
with all my heart. I expect lots of lovin and
kisses. No excuses!! Love you- Staci

Hey Kingfish- Keep smiling, keep
studying, keep playin, keep happy and
keep me. Love ya- Smokelet

<••-

To an introvert- Sailboats, Domino's pizza,
SF long car drives, radio, lunch at "the
beach", stolen moments. I wish I was #1.A non-material girl

Greg- Thanks for making the past 3 1/2
years so special. You are the love of my
life. Happy Valentine's Day! -Love, Susan

Hello Sherika and Juanika-1 am dropping
some lines to show you love. You know the
Symbol.

^
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To all who didn't receive one- Happy
Valentine's Day!

ELVIS- I'm so glad you became a part of
my life. I love you. -CYMBA

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
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TLD- Thanks for making my life complete.
I hope we will have many more good times
together in the future. Love- Nick

Dirty Steve Julian and your huge dog SlyYou are the most fun I've ever had! Let's
never let it end-you're my best friend.
Happy Valentine's Day! I love you! -Filthy
Shannon and good dog Braxton

Hello my friend, hello
I want you to know, you make me glow
and I do love you so. Now look in your
bottom left "dro" (drawer).

Buddy- You're the best thing in my life.
Thanks for everything. Happy Valentine's
ADay. Love- Kerri

Teri- I'll love you forever! Even though you
are a skinny chick!!! Love always- Nathan

Dearest Jennifer- You are my lover and
my best friend. Last time it was my soulnow I give you my heart. -Your greatest
admirer

Billster- Happy V-Day! I love you so much!
I'm so eager to please! I want to kiss the
backs of your knees! XXXOOO LoveBanana

BOOG- My heart smiles everytime I think
of you. Thanks for 4 memorable
Valentines, and I know there are many
more to come. Love- MARE

Tee Eye Double Gee RRR- Thank you for
the great times we've had. Here's to the
ones yet to come! I love you! Happy
Valentine's Day!- Pooh

Dear Staci- Thank you for such a great
year. Remeber= what? Nothing! Be mine
for all the time. I love you so very much.
Love -Sean

Barbie- Happy Valentine's Day! Love yaMichelle

Billy- I'm so happy to be spending this
Valentine's Day with you. I'm looking
forward to this weekend! I love you- Amy

Tar- I'm glad we met. I know there may be
some static now, but I'm sure things will
work out. Be mine...only mine!! Miss you!B.B.

Dear St. Matthew's Catholic Church- If
God is Pro-Life, then why does death
exist?- Amy B.

Happy Valentine's Day to my love
Laurence Polite. I will always love you and
have you in my heart. Love- Shereka
Cummings

I #.

TSeng-Hope things work out for you and
Mamie, but if not, you still have J.E.

Dear Shelley-1 look forward to the best
Valentine's ever, and don't you want to
know about your treats! With much loveYour little fellow

Keith C- This haB been the best year of
my life. The best is yet to come. I love you!
Happy Valentine's Day! Love Heather
Keith M.- Thanks for two great years. I
love you so much! You mean the world to
me. HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY! Heather M.
Kevin Thoem-1 believe in long, slow, deep,
wet kisses that last for three days...do
you? Happy Valentine's Day! Love- One
day soon
Kevin- Happy Valentine's Day Baby!
Thanks for all the great times and many
more to come. I love you.- Michelle
Kim- You are a very special part of me (my
life). I love you always and forever. Happy
Valentine's Day!- Pokey little puppy
Kimberly- It's been a great two years.
Hope to sp~nd many more with you.
Happy Valentine's Day! Love alwaysShawn
Kris-1 wuv you! You are the man of my
dreams! I want you to know that no
matter how far away you really are, you
are always in my heart! Forever-ME
Kristi Lambert- Happy Velentine's Day to
the best friend in the whole wide world...
My sister! I love you- Kelli
Laura- There is no way on earth I can tell
you in 25 words or less how much you
mean to me, except, I love you! AlwaysMac
Linus-1 love you! Can't wait until August
28th. Happy Valentine's Day! - Love Sally
Little Buddy-1 loved you. I lost you. I will
never be the same.- Distraught
Lori- Happy V-Day! Your Auburn hair is
the biggest turn on. I love you.

Marlene Jr.-1 love you the most. P.S.- Ski
baby ski. Love- Whopper Chopper.
Matt- If I told you a million times- "I love
you" it's still not enough! Thanks again for
the love of a lifetime! Love- Jewel
Meredith "LTLREDGT"- Never worry. You
mean more to me than you realize. I love
you. Love- Chad

Raquel B.-1 still care for you and hope we
can still be friends. Happy Valentine's
Day!-Mitch XXX

Monsieur Roserear- I'm BOrry everything
has been so crazy lately. Have a great
Valentine's Day! -Honey snot

Robert G.- Thanks for the best 2 years, 3
months and 13 days of my life. I love you.
Happy Vday.- CJ

MUP- Happy Valentine's Day! I remember
our 1st Valentine's 4 years ago. I hope
you'll "Be mine" for many more years!
Love & XOXO- YFGM

Roderick- Thanks for making me the
happiest lady alive. This past year has
been unforgettable. Let's continue to love
each other for eternity. Love- Adrienne

My Dearest Philip- You are the most
wonderful thing that has ever happened to
me. God finally answered my prayer and
blessed me with you. I love you!! LoveTianaH.

Sally- You are my Valentine everyday- all
the time!

My Princess of Shalott- We have sailed in
the images of our dreams across the
endless Red Sea, but your love I cannot set
free.
Nadine F.- You crazy Palestinian suicidal,
I know I might me miles away, but I still
love you. Happy Valentine's Day!-BiBo
Nelson (Rojo)- I'll be in you world Spring
Break. We will celebrate Valentine's Day
then. I love you. -Cindy (Roja)
Nicole you are admired by someone who
will not be here much longer but would
love to get to know you. Hint: I fell asleep.
Nikki C. And Nikki D.- Happy Valentine's
Day! Hope you both have a great weekend.
Love Ya- Meredeth
Nikki Davis- Happy Valentine's Day! I'm
glad you're my best friend. Love ya- Nikki
C.

Lynn- Happy Valentine's Day!- Steve
Margaret- Even though you're at USC,
you're "still the one!" Happy Valentine's
Day! I love you- Jennifer.

The editors reserve the right to refuse any
classified ad."-the Classified Ad Policy
Please adhere to these requests when
placing your ad.
Yoga Club meets 5pm Tuesdays in Rm 244
Union. Beginners welcome. Wear
comfortable clothes. For more info call
681-0226.

03-Autos for Sale
1984 Mazda RX-7 GSL SE Special Edition79,000 miles, 5 speed, sunroof, cruise,
excellent condition. $4200 neg. 681-3962.
1985 CRX- Blue, good condition,
automatic, AM/FM cassette stereo, 80,000
miles. Asking $2100. Call Steve 681-7989.
1985 Honda Prelude, real good condition852-5278.
1987 Mazda RX7- cassette, stereo, sunroof,
red. Excellent condition. Call 681-7381.
1989 Mustang LX- Loaded, excellent
condition. Low mileage. Owned by faculty
member. See at University Imports. Call
681-5494 or leave message for Don at
764-9474.
Red convertible Fiat for sale. Tan top and
interior. New paint, motor and
transmisson rebuilt Jan 1. Too much work
done to list $3700 OBO. 681-2738.

04*Auto Parts, Repair
Attention Jeep Wrangler owners: direction
wheels 15" x 10" with 255/60 tires. 8000
miles on tires. Will also fit Rangers,
Explorers, Toyotas. $450 OBO. Call Marc
at 823-3515.
Audi 5000CS parts for sale. Excellent
stock radio, excellent rims. Lots of parts
for less $$$. Call Shemus at 681-2824 or
681-7700.
Automobile trouble? Tired of high prices?
Experienced with brakes, clutches, engine
repair, and drive train. Foreign, domestic,
and 4x4's. Call Scott at 871-5330.
Wheels for sale: 15x9 aluminum mags
with fresh tires. Fits Firebird & Camaro.
$400 OBO. Call 871-5286.

05'Business Opportunities
Need cash fast? Sell what every student
needs and will use with exciting results.
Inexpensive product details SASE to Alain
Jaszewski, 28 Brant Ave., Welland
Ontario Canada L3C6C8.
• EXTRA *NCOME "93" •
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 1993
UWTI travel brochures. For more
,
information send self addressed stamped
envelope to: Travel Inc., PO Box 2530,
Miami, FL 33161.

08«Freebies
Do you need cardboard boxes for moving,
storage, etc.? I have boxes of assorted sizes
to give away. (Yes, FREE.) call between
8:30 and 5:00. Jennifer 764-3848.

Pam and Steve- Congratulations on your
engagement. We're very happy for you
both. Loveya'll!!- Meredeth, Sherry, &
Kevin
P.S. -Meredeth is seriously jealous!
P.P.S.- Happy Valentine's Day!

Paula, Susan, and Ana- Thanks for being
such an enjoyable APO family Happy
Valentines Day. Love-Dave

Sam- My heart is in your hands, please
take good care of it. Happy Valentine's
Day!- Lanell
Scooter- Quit teasing me! Be my Valentine
again or I'll meet you at your classes
naked. Seriously though: I love you so
much.- B- Meister
Sherry D. And Kevin W.-1 will miss you
both so much!! I love y'all! Happy
Valentine's Day! Love-Meredeth
Shkinia with all my heart I love you. Hope
you have a nice Valentine. -Your Secret
Admirer
Shonda B.-Thanks for all the wonderful
times we've spent together. I loveyou!!John H.
Steve "Boots" Geyer- Roses are red, violets
are blue, I have something important to
tell-1
you! Whatever- Bahha! Gulp!
Gulp! Gulp!- Chicken neck
Sugarbear-1 love you more than words
can say or show and probably more than
you'll ever know.- Rhonda
Sweetness this has been the best year of
my life. I love you with all my heart.
Happy Valentine's Day! I love you.- Kevin

09*Furniture & Appliances
13" color TV for sale: $50. Call 871-5637.

LOST: Please help! I've lost my
Dalmation. She is 7 months old. She has a
red collar on. Please contact Heather/Sid
at 681-8159. Last seen 1/22/93.

For Sale: Dresser with shelves and mirror.
$60. Call 681-2283 after 3.

13'Miscellaneous for Sale

Super Single book case water bed w/
heater and padded rails. $150.
Call 681-2223.

Apple HE computer with duel disk drive
and mono monitor. $500 OBO. Call
739-4780 in evenings.

11 *Help Wanted

Attention Art majors- complete Amiga 500
system w/ Digi-View. Call William at
681-2790.

GREEKS & CLUBS
$1,000 AN HOUR!

Beautiful ruby sequin satin gown for sale.
Only $260, includes free sequin earrings.
Worn 10 minutes. Call Meredith at
681-1714 or leave a message.

( "*
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To JCW, my turkey-1 Luv U with all my
heart and soul. Yours 4-ever. Love- Your
turkey DAC

^
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To my everlasting love, Chad- We can
make it last for an eternity. Happy
Valentine's Day Baby! Love- "Precious"
(Tanesha)

&
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To my lovely sweetheart Tina W.-1 love
you and I'll love you forever. Happy
Valentine's Day! I'm so proud that you are
mine. Love- John P.

1
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To my red M&M man- A gentle voice, soft
kisses, perfect hands, and a big tootsie
pop. I love you.- Harriet
To Softball's #6 and volleyball's #9: Will
you please be my Valentine? Love- John
To the Biggest Jimmy Buffet Fan Ever:
"Why don't we get drunk and screw?" Ha
Ha. Happy Valentine's Day 1993.- The
Sweetest Snow Queen
To the Dingus Gang- Slim Kim, Smel6
KeU, Pebbles, Mike/Craig, Two-Step,
Bawana, Zinf Nimf, Cupcake, S-Boy,
Stitches, Bubba, Marlow, Suzanne, Baby
Brian, Melissa, Kristy, Jennie, Chippy,
Sick, Joe, Scotty, Recon, Chad, Bill, Myler,
Lance, Kevin, Howee, Rick, Eula, James,
Eddis, Wilbur, Country, Sparky, Steph,
and little Larry! Thanks for three great
years. Now, where's the party tonight?
Love- Cannon
To the George-Anne Staff, the PAGES
Staff and the rest of Student PublicationsHappy Valentine's Day and I'll miss you
all after this quarter! Love you all and
thanks for the memories!- Sherry
P.S.- Next year, Kim gets to type all these
disgusting ads! Have fun!
Tom- To my Valentine! I love you so much
and I always will! I know we'll make it.
Love always- Camille
Tommy- Love me tender, love me true,
never let me go, for my darling I love you
and I always will.- Indy.
Tony-1 treasure our friendship because it
has stood through the test of time. I pray
your strength in God and may he continue
to bless you!
Yumi- Be mine for all time. I love you
more each day. -Chris

Valentine's Day Baskets- Remember that
special someone with a Valentine's Day
Basket. 489-5291, weekdays 6:30pm-9pm;
weekends 10am-5pm.

14'Motorcycles
1982 Kawasaki 550 LTD, always garaged,
new tires, new chain, excellent condition.
681-1596. Come see and make offer.
1982 Yamaha 400. Runs good. $350. Call
871-5561.
1988 Kawasaki EX 500 w/ Toshymura
Racing Kit, two helmets and cover. $1500
OBO. Call Martin at 681-8794.
1992 Kawasaki 750 Vulcan best Curviser
with two helmets and leather side bags.
$3500. Call Mehmet 681-4708.

Each member of your frat.
sorority, team. club. etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
S1.000 in just a few days!

Computer for sale- IBM compatible. 40
meg hard drive, monitor, 5 1/4" drive, 3
1/2" 1.44 meg floppy dirves. Lotus,
WordPerfect, Quattro Pro, & Print Shop.
$700. Call 489-1300 evenings.

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!

Diablo printer: wide carriage, daisy wheel,
letter quality. Excellent condition. $100
OBO. Call 681-6767.

No cost. No obligation.

Hunter green, ext. Frame, Jasper hiking
pack. Great shape- like new! 2 canteens,
lots of space. $75 nego. Call 871-7464 Eric.

Bass guitar- Harmony, bought new in
November 92, all black, will sacrifice for
$140. Call Matt at 681-9382.

Look for live Bonsai trees available at
Holloway's Florist on Fair Road. Fresh for
Valentine's Day!

For Sale: Kawai Piano. Console. Excellent
condition. 852-5278.

1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

12*Lost& Found
Found- gold bracelet on Jan. 30 near
Eagle's Nest Apts. Call 681-9457 (Susan)
to identify.
LOST: Ladies gold watch. Lost somewhere
between Anderson Hall and Hanner
Parking Lot. Reward if found and
returned. Please call 489-5226.
Sentimental value.

i Rip Us Off.

Pageant dresses, interview suits,
swimsuits for sale or rent. Sizes 4 to 8.
Call 871-7520 or 739-1132.
Three formal dresses for sale. Worn once,
great condition. Blue sequins- $60. Pink
lace-$40. White and blue $20. Must see.
Call Kim at 871-7729.

■ Name:

That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get
something for nothing. Say hello to a friend.
Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for
a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat. Or sell your
Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe
you-and not yourfolks-actually have thetitle
to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or
even if you are a congenital liar like the
Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified
ad section is for you. Students, faculty and
staff can have 25-word action ads published
for nothing. Fill out the little rectangles at left,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, LB 8001,
GSU or drop it by the Williams Center, Room
111. You MUST include your name and
Landrum Box number to qualify for a
freebie. Remember, keep it short: students,
faculty and staff will be billed at 10 cents a
word for words in excess of the 25 word limit.

I

For sale: 1985 Honda Spree 50cc Scooter.
New piston, rings, tire, complete overhaul.
First $250 takes it home. Call 489-5662,
leave message.

15»Musical

17«Pets& Supplies
20 gallon aquarium setup, includes deluxe
hood, powerfilter, undergravel filter,
powerhead, heater, background. Only 2
monthB old with $175 invested- sale for
$100. Call 488-2417.

LB:

Submit additional copy for ads exceeding 25 words.
Students, (acuity & staff will be billed 10 cents a word
for words In excess of the 25 word limit for free ads.

Send free Action Ad to George-Anne, LB8001,GSUorbringbyRoom111,
William* You MUST include your name & Landrum Box number to qualify.
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AKC Registered Labrador Retrievers
paternal and maternal championship
bloodlines, 2 male/5 female, black, born
1-5-93. For more info call Rachel at
681-1914.
AKC Registered Maltese for stud service
Call 912-739-3272.
For Sale-10 gallon fish tank with filter,
underground filter, background, heater,
blue & green rocks, and light. $50. Call
Robert at 681-9056.
For Sale: Half Choc Lab and half Irish
Setter. He's very smart, loves swimming
and retrieving, has all shots. One year old.
$110. Call 488-2251.

19'Rentals & Real Estate
APARTMENT FOR RENT - Greenbriar
Apartments. Female roommate needed
ASAP. 2BR Brick Townhouse, cable,
fireplace, dishwasher, washer and dryer.
Apartment furnished except for your own
bedroom and own bathroom. Will help
subsidize. Instead of $283 per month plus
1/2 util, you pay only $150/month plus 1/2
util. Call 871-6809 for appt.

^

Apartment for sublease. 2 bedroom, 1
bath, pool side. Waterbed included is king
size. Call 681-3766 or 681-7759 or
Apartment for sublease. Available Spring
Quarter. One bedroom, large, at Pine
Haven. $295 per month. New swimming
pool and tennis courts. Call 681-4032.
Leave message.
For Sale: 14x60 mobile home. 1990
Fleetwood. 2 br, 2 bath. Good condition.
Located in Brooklet. Refinance or pay off
$12,200. Contact Kim at 842-2759 or LB
13320.

>..
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For Sublease: Large one bedroom
apartment across from campus. Ceiling
fans, pool, tennis, and basketball courts.
$300 per month. Lease thru summer.
Contact Brian at 871-6425.
One bedroom duplex building, 105A and
105B, Inman Street - $270/month/unit.
Furnished 2 bedroom mobile home near
mall- $270/month. 2 bedroom luxury
apartment at 329 Broad Street$450/month. 1 bedroom efficiency
apartment at 220 E. Main- $240/month. 3
bedroom house with large entertaining
area at 10 Crescent Drive- $550/month.
Call 764-3559 or 842-2636.
Rental property available. Reasonable. For
information call 871-7089 or 764-5003.
Leave message.
Responsible non-smoker needed to
sublease fully furnished apartment for
summer. 1/2 mile from campus.
$140/month + 1/3 utilities. Call 871-5198
ask for Bob or Chad.
Room for rent Spring and Summer
Quarters. $178 or best offer. I will
negotiate, call Shawn collect at
(415)885-6702.
Super deal! Private apartment for one
person through June. Rent greatly
reduced in return for a few odd
jobs/errands for working couple ( no kids).
Furnished apartment, heat, a/c,
$185/month, utilities included. No
smokers or pets. Or $285/month, no
obligations. $150 deposit. 681-0531
(campus), 764-8966(h), call for appt.

Two responsible nonsmokers needed to
fully furnished apartment. 1/2 mile from
campus. $140/month + 1/3 utilities. Call
871-5198.

Female roommate. No lease $135/month,
1/3 utilities, private room, washer/dryer
681-7463.

Bicycle:l?eTiturion Sport DLX- $150.
681-1596.

20*Roommates

Male roommate needed ASAP to share 2
bedroom fully furnished mobile home,
central h/ac, washer/dryer, walking
distance to campus. $150/month, 1/3
utilities. Call 681-3430.

Bike rack for sale. Mounts into trailer
hitch. Very easy to attach. Call David at
489-5583 and make offer.

1 or 2 male nonsmokers needed to
sublease fully furnished apartment for
Summer Quarter. 1/2 mile from campus.
$140/month + 1/3 utilities. Call 871-5198.

Male roommate needed Spring and
Summer Qtrs. 2 bedroom apartment
across 301 GSU entrance. Furnished, all
utilities included, $200, non-smoker
preferred. Call 489-5782.

1 or 2 male roommates needed for 3
bedroom, 1 bath house. 1 roommate apx.
$225/month, 2 roommates apx.
$166/month. Both includes utilities. More
info contact Charles 489-5324, leave
message.
Desparate for female to take over lease
Spring Qtr. Due to transfer. Large private
bedroom and private bath. Fully
furnished, washer/dryer, $225/month.
Campus Courtyard. Contact quickly
Krista 681-4519.
Desparately seeking someone!
Roommate(s) needed now- August! On
campus across from Frat Row. (1) own
room, $150/month, 1/3 utilities. (2) share
room, $112/month, 1/4 utilities. No
deposit. Non-smoker, M or F,
washer/dryer. Call Scott 681-2349 or leave
Female looking for roommates to share 4
bedroom house. Furnished and
unfurnished bedrooms available. Call
Nikki at 764-6442.
Female roommate needed ASAP. 1/2 mile
off campus. Share room, rent flexible, new
apt. Player's Club. Great for Spring
Quarter. Call Amy at 489-5880.

Male roommate needed. Stadium View,
$209/month water included. First month
free. Furnished, own room, individual
heating and air. Call Cliff at 871-7108.
One female roommate needed. Private
room, share bathroom, washer/dryer,
$180/month + 1/3 utilities. Spring/Summer
Qtr. Call Mickie at 681-2225.
Roommate needed for a 4 bedroom, 2 bath
at Chandler Square, $215/month and
shared utilities. Walk directly out to pool.
Call Amyat 681-6964.
Roommate needed Spring & Summer.
Non-smoker, own room & bath, w/d,
microwave, partially furnished, quiet.
Eagles Court. $200/month. 871-5050. Ask
for Lisa or Neil.
Roommate needed Spring and Summer
Quarter. One large bedroom apartment
near Stadium. $157.50 + 1/2 utilities each
month. Call Shawn at 871-7729 M-F.

Need your income taxes prepared? Call
Joe Woodcock 871-7665. $10 and up.

Female roommate needed for Spring and
/or Summer Quarter. Please call Holli for
more info 681-6703. Sussex Commons
Apts.

Splash N Dash Car Detailing- Three levels
available, from $7 to $25. Call Jason at
681-3545 or Chad at 871-6466.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Female roommate needed for
Spring/Summer optional. $150/month +
1/2 utilities. No lease with $175 deposit.
Mostly furnished, close to campus. Call
Angie, 871-7449, for more info.

Typing- Drop-off and pick-up on Campus.
See Peggy in Room 116 South Building, or
Call 681-5586 or 681-6520. Experienced
typist, quick service, very good rc'es.

Female roommate needed to sublease for
Summer Quarter. Rent $156.25 + 1/4
utilities. Eagle Creek Townhouses. Call
Ginger at 681-2972.
Female roommate needed to take over
lease at Players Club for Spring and/or
Summer Quarter. $155/month. Call
Christy at 871-7609.

SPRING BREAK '93- Key West from $229
Daytona -$129 & Panama City Beach
-$99. SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE!!! Call STS at 800-648-4849

For Sale: Golf clubs. Northwestern Pro
Bilt 11, 2-SW. Brand new Wilson bag
included. Great for beginners, all for $75
negotiable. Call Chris at 681-9091.
For sale: Torpado racing bike, 50 cm,
asking $300 OBO. Call 681-3548, ask for
Chuck.
Murray all terrain bike. 18 speed w/
Shiman gears. Like new. $100. Trip
681-4507.
Womens 10 speed bike for sale. Huffy
Striber. Used 2 years. Great condition.
Asking $60 OBO. Call Meredith at
681-1714.

Medicine can affect your balance, coordination, and vision as much as
alcohol. After drinking or taking medication, don't ride. That's ^
the best safety prescription.

jSreakerr

Party Like Gods!!!
| Panama City $139, Key
' West $269, Jamaica &
Cancun $449. Free
Drink parties. Call JoeEndless Summer.
1-800-234-7007.

23'Stereo & Sound
Devastator Car Subwoofer amplifier 100x2
watts with sub-x over in box- $90 OBO.
Call Franc at 681-1833 or leave message.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

WANTED: TUTOR COUNSELORS

for the Georgia Southern University Upward Bound Summer
Program. Upward Bound is a program designed to motivate
and prepare high school students for post-secondary
education. In working with the Upward Bound Program, you
will gain valuable experience as well as enjoy lots of fun.
Applicant, mill1. Have achieved college sophmore status, or better, BYMAY
199.1.
2. Have a 2.30 or belter GPA.
Be available daily from June 14 thru July 31,1993.
(No Summer School, Please.)
A. Be committed to working with young people
5. APPLICANTS MUST BE AVAILABLE TO LIVE ON
CAMPUS (IN RESIDENCE HALL) WITH STUDENTS
FROM JUNE 14THRUJULY31,1993.
6. Be conscientious and dedicated.
SALARY: Slffln
(S10O0 plus room/board)
ACCEPTINr. APPI irftTinNSTHRU APR" », 1991,
IF INTERESTED APPLY AT:
UPWARD BOUND OFFICE
WILLIAMS CENTER-LOWER LEVEL LB. 8071
STATESBORO CA. 30460 (912)661-5458

Camp Concharty
Girl Scout Camp
on beautiful Pine
Mountain, Georgia
is hiring for
the summer of 1993

Typing: Call Mary Lee, M.Ed. For your
expert word processing. Leave message
681-6967.
TYPING: On-Campus. Resumes, lesson
plans, term papers, etc. Call 681-5302 or
see Brenda in Room 68 Carroll Building.
Good rates.

22-Sports .& Stuff

Looking to sublease 1 bedroom apartment
for Spring. Will pay $260/month tops for
rent. Call Selena at 764-5915.
SANdMAN issues #29-31 in mint
condition. Will pay reasonable to insane
prices for them. Call Mike at 681-9106
after 1pm.

m

Wanted to buy: a good, used typewriter.
(681-5444, office; 681-3049, home)

;pzxzxxzxzxxxxxzxxsxxx}

Party Paaiy Party

SPRING BREAK
How about it in the Bahamas
>4 or Florida Keys... Where the
I! Party never ends... Spend it
'i on your own private yacht...
M
One week only
H
>' $385 per person including
N
food and much more!!
EASY SAILING

-(HAT OHUXS TH6 RSWop: j

OS sue w«. iJsT

Positions available include:
Camp Director
Program Director
Waterfront Director
Waterfront Staff
(WSI's and Lifeguards)
Unit Directors
Unit Counselors
Nature, Sports, Crafts, Dance,
Horsing, and Theater
Specialists

(Ol M0K6 irtfOgMATl'cW &U

M

LACROSSE CLUB:
Anyone interested in joining the GSU
Lacrosse Club call Brett and Greg at
871-7128.

Columbus, GA 31901
Phone: (706) 327-2646

Perk up your game.

Attention Hunters: Realtree All-Purpose
Unlined Sportsman Coat for sale. Never
worn, large, $20 (cheap!) Ideal for the
Spring Turkey Hunter. Call Jerry at
871-7489.

Female roommate needed- 3 bedroom
house across from Stadium. Will make a
deal. For more info call 681-7137. ASAP.

28*Weekends & Travel

27'Wanted

Do you need help in your German class?
Call Anna at 681-7338.

Female roommate needed Spring, Summer
Qtr. $197.50/month plus 1/2 utilities.
Includes own room, large kitchen, close to
campus. Call Shannon or leave message
871-6811.

For Sale: 928 Tour Series Golf Clubs and
full size Hogan bag. Paid $350, asking
$275. Must sell. .Call Jason at 681-3545.

YOU DON'T HAVE
TO DRINK
TO RIDE DRUNK.

ItarfVl «>t>ta To * PAR1N* Af4°

21'Services

Female roommate needed at Plantation
Villas; $140/month plus utilities. Only 2
blocks from campus. Serious student
preferred. For more info call 681-7361 or
764-4405.

Female roommate needed Spring Quarter
at Stadium Place. Rent $150/mth plus 1/2
utilities. Mostly furnished, nice apt., must
see! Please call Susan at 871-7449.

For sale- BCA Rocky Mountain bike with
Shimano 100 GS Accessories. $225 OBO
Call Robert at 681-9056.

WANTED: Experienced Martial Artists
interested in showing off their skills in a
martial arts demo in February. Contact
Eddie at 681-7755.

Tired of roommates? Lease Pinehave
Studio Apt. Spring/Summer.'
Furnished/unfurnished. $228/month/ $800
quarter. Pool, laundry. Move in March
22nd, rest of month free. 871-7144.

GOLF CENTER

LASI CHANCE!

LOCATED BEHIND PAULSON
STADIUM NEXT TO THE
SOUTHERN BOOSTERS
WATER TOWER

TO BE STUCK IH

SOUTH
PADRE ISLAND, TX J109
5 ana 7 NIGHTS
DAYTONA
BEACH, FL
fmJ 68
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
PANAMA
CITY BEACH, FL ,r,J 81
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
STEAMBOAT,
CO
,J129
2, 5 AND 7 NIGHTS
MUSTANG
ISLAND, TX
J1Z2
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
HILTON
HEAD ISLAND, SC ,™$121
S AND 7 NIGHTS
VAIL/BEAVER
CREEK, CO J299
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

LARGE PUTTING GREEN

Ever Get A Pal
Smashed?

• RANGE BALLS $2.00
PER BUCKET
• PRIVATE GOLF LESSONS

'V'ltn

Sid

<

CALL WDAY!

I DON"r WANT

If your tennis gome could use a little perking up, here's one sure-fire solution: subscribe to
That way you'll find out what it really takes to play the game. And you'll get an
insider's look into the rapid-fire world of tennis. Straight from the world's great pros and
amateurs. So the next time your opponent says, "Great Serve!" you won't have to take it
as a backhand compliment. Just burn one down the line. And smile.
TENNIS.

r

Subscribe now!
j tennis SfhS»-'

RANGE IS OPEN DURING
GOLF CLASSES

PRO SHOP

681-9100

fp\* I U.S. Department ol Transportation

TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

New York. NY 10017

•HOURS: 12-5 p.m., MON. - SAT.

FRIENDS DON'T
DRIVE

PRICES FOR STAYNOT PER NIGHT!

i

I
I
I

I accept your Invitation! And I'll save a truly impressive
$18.03 off the $30.00 annual cover pricel All I pay is
$11.97' for 12 Issuesl

I

Address

|

°ty
Siili
Fo
□ Payment enclosed {payable to TENNIS). Z Sill me later

|

7wCA.Fl.GA. IN, oltsose aaa oooroaiare stole and local "axe* in Canaoa $2137
(Include* 7% GST) Please oilow 6 to 12 weela la vour tirst ccov to De snirjoea.

L

"
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Front Brakes

Our Future
Depends On You

1-800-321-5911

1 OSUM/HAMN5

most cars,
imports, &
pickups, does
not include
turning rotors

.J

§ Attention □
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0
0
0
0
0

0

1 Seniors !l

0
0
0
0
0

0

GeorgiaParkPass

Purchase an annual ParkPass at your favorite state park or historic
site, or send $25.00 plus $1 handling fee to: Georgia State Parks, 205
Butler Street, Suite 1352 East, Atlanta, Georgia 30334.
(For information on Senior Citizen and Disabled
Veteran discounts, call 404-656-2753.)

GEORGIA STATE PARKS

4 HISTORIC SITES

|S|
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m
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|2|
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• Applicant must have a 3.0
G.P.A.
• Applicant must be projected
to complete at least 130 hours
by the end of the spring
quarter.
-Applicant must complete
the application, answer three
essay questions, and have
two letters of recomendation
|™| by Monday, Feb. 15,1993 by

PRECISION AUTO
General Auto Services
Foreign & Domestic

764-8691 64-BE. Main St.
Near Kenan's Office Supply

i«J 4 p.m.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

m
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The student
Government 0
Association is
now accepting 0
applications for 0
two $1000
0
Scholarships to 0
be awarded to 0
rising seniors, 0

jl • Based upon acedemic
__ performance and
|2| G.S.U co-curricluar activities.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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MASSACRE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

We've Got Your Roses/

The George-Anne

GREENE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

2

The night of the riot, Sellers
had walked out to the front of
the campus to see what was
happening and was shot along
with 29 others, including the
three who died.
At the hospital, he was
charged with many crimes, including assault and battery of
a police officer with intent to
kill, but the charges were later
changed to riot charges. He
was sentenced to a year of
hard labor in prison and
served seven months.
Sellers is now an instructor
at Denmark Technical College
and is a member of the state
Board of Education.
He said he might write his
own version of the story someday. But for now, he said the
best version was "The
Orangeburg Massacre" by
journalists Jack Bass and Jack
Nelson.
"People say that it is slanted
or that things are omitted," he
said. "But if they are, why
don't those people come out
with anything different?"

ing for an end to hate.
Friends of the three students who were killed say
Hammond and Middleton were
bystanders who were shot as
they walked across campus.
Smith, 19, was the most politically active, the friends said.
"You might describe him as
being a mover and a shaker,"
his sister, Ora Susan Hughes
of Conway told The (Columbia)
State.
Civil
rights
activist
Cleveland Sellers, who was
jailed after the riot, said he
and his family had tried to get
past the bitterness about his
prison time. He spent seven
months in prison on riot
charges.
He said he was trying to get
an official pardon for any
wrongdoing from the State
Pardon and Parole Board.
Sellers, a Denmark native,
said he and his 8-year-old son
came to the school Monday "to
pay homage to the three men
who gave their lives for the
African-American community."

GUARD

7

considered one of the best of all
time. Entering his senior year
as an Eagle, Greene is only 31
home runs away from being
the all-time NCAA career
home run leader.

Southern
ning
the
Conference," according to
Greene.
There are many powerful
home run hitters in all college
baseball, but Greene must be

PINES

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

"The completion of these balconies depends entirely upon the
weather," he said.
New furniture has already
been ordered and should arrive
by the end of this quarter. The
resident assistants will use a
rating scale to determine which
apartments will receive the new
furniture.
'The worst apartments will
receive the furniture," Hughes
stated.
Last summer almost 100
apartments were painted. This
summer there will be at least
100 more apartments painted.
Along with the painting, 20

1 Dozen
Roses

Cash & Carry

plus tax

Flower Delivery Available (not w/ Cash & Carry)

♦•

• We Wire Flowers Anywhere
<

^
0U&

373 Savannah Ave.

Jg^ 764-9839

apartments are set up to receive
flooring. This will include new
carpeting as well as tile for the
kitchens and bathrooms.
"Since Warwick Hall will be
closing after spring quarter, we
will be getting most of their furniture including dressers, desks
and beds," Hughes said. "That
should put us in good shape."
The improvements are ongoing, and residents of In the Pines
can look forward to a new look.
"If they can paint 100 apartments, along with the new furniture and the furniture from
Warwick, the Pines should be in
the best shape it's been in since
I've been here," Hughes said.

Sunday Night
,1

Restaurant
&■

Lounge

««

Special

Buy one chicken
finger basket, get one
half price
•Dine In Only »Open
Sunday 5-10
Mon-Thurs Super

©Georee-Anne

Georgia Southern Universitv

2
duce the strength of the Savannah and the others are
Georgia Army Guard to as few in Statesboro, Winder and
as 8,500 in the next two or Springfield.
three years," Bland said.
The Department of Defense
Nine Georgia units were
also announced nine units will
deactivated last year, but all of
be deactivated in 1994. Five of
the 779 soldiers involved were
the units are in Atlanta. The
reassigned to other units in
others are in Columbus,
the state.
Savannah, Cartersville and at
Three of the units being
deactivated are based in Dobbins Air Force Base.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

MCKISIC

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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McKisic also has high hopes
for the Eagles season this year,
"I hope that we can win the
Southern Conference this year
and make it back to the
NCAA," mentioned Mckisic.

With talented players who
can contribute off the bench
like McKisic, coach Kerns has
the extra bench strength that
he will need going into the
final stretch of the season.

NCAA CONTENDERS

*V GET DRESSED DEF0RE Jtt§
|P| YOU HIT THE ROAD. m*.
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Study Your
Options

Gloves help you manipulate controls better. Leathers help prevent hypo
thermia. And all gear protects against flying objects. Which is vitally ,
important if you ever become the flying object. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION
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Donuts and Baked Goods
Made Fresh Everyday!
Eat-ln, Carry-out or Drive-Thru
Monday - Friday 5:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat. 5:00 am -1:00 pm Sun. 7:00 am - Noon
Phone Orders Welcome -- 764-9536
455 S. Main, Hwy. 301 S.
1 Block from GSU

SI
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alternatives ^^^»
When you study hous
b really
reallv stands outH"
of college life, Stadium Club
It combines the freedom of apartment living
with a great student atmosphere.
Ideally located, Stadium Club is directly
across from the stadium and an easy walk to
the Georgia Southern campus.
•Fully furnished
•4 bedroom / 2 bath / living areas /kitchen
•Individual thermostats for each bedroom
•Flexible leases
•Single-story design
•Maintenance available 24 hours a day
•On-site laundry
•Roommate locating assistance
•Built-in security features
•Community advisers available
-Adaptable for handicapped students
•Water, garbage, & sewage furnished

b Then Choose

STADIUM CLUB

• APARTMENTS -

210 Lanier Drive
(912) 681-2437

Statesboro, GA 30458
FAX: (912) 871-6828
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A Bit of
Valentine's Advice

■' i

from the
GSU Health Center
If You are Stupid
You May Get Struck By Cupid
Not With Love
But Something Other

Like an D 1 D

* •

♦

From an Unprotected Lover

WM

Stop by the Health Center and learn how

'H

to protect yourself. Although abstinence is

\'

100% effective, family planning and
pharmacy services offer birth control to
students. It's better to be safe, than sorry.
For more information call 681 -5641.
r.

f

»
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